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ABSTRACT
The importance of characters in narrative cinema has been acknowledged through the
history of both film scholarship and filmmaking. The character functions as a bridge between
audience and film, making it a crucial element for screenwriters to understand. In order to retain
audience engagement throughout the narrative, screenwriters must be able to create and develop
multidimensional, complex characters that evolve and grow throughout the story. This is essential,
as the audience needs to connect to the character to experience the excitement, thrill, and emotions
felt by these characters through their journey in the movie.
To aid screenwriters in accomplishing this feat, I sought to identify groups of common
traits in the genres of action, horror, and drama. These traits would be identified by corresponding
behaviors that can indicate their presence within characters. By analyzing the relationship between
traits and behaviors, I hypothesized that character development can be logically developed for the
audience through these behaviors, which can express a multitude of potential traits—creating
opportunity for screenwriters to take advantage of as their characters continue to develop across
the film.I hoped to establish a base of character traits in each genre that could be used by
screenwriters to strengthen the connection between fictional character and audience. When the
work of the screenwriter is made visual and sonic, a well-developed character is one of the best
signatures a screenwriter can leave on a film.
After sampling and analyzing thirty films across the action, horror, and drama genres, I
determined that there is a potential common base of traits for the horror and action genres. While
the drama genre remained inconclusive, this is due to the heavy reliance on emotional
engagement found in characters belonging to this genre and may simply require adjustments to
the method of analysis to take that factor into account for future research.
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Chapter 1 : The Importance of Character Development Across Genres

Introduction
Audiences do not watch films for the plot. In general, audiences do not watch narrative films for
the story, the cinematography or lighting, for the sound mixing, set design, or any of the other technical
elements in a film. This is not to detract from the many intricacies and efforts that go into creating a truly
high quality film, but an assertion that within the narrative format, audiences do not watch movies for
these components. These elements definitely enhance the viewing experience and can strengthen audience
engagement by capturing them in a fictional world distinctly present and unique to that film. Without
them, of course, many films would fall flat or fail to create that escapist reality that many ardent fans of
the narrative cinema desire to see. However, they are not the reason for which viewers watch movies.
Only one aspect of the narrative film determines that particular reason: its characters.
Characters define a film because they are whom the audiences connect with: not a scene, not a
lighting scheme, or even a particularly beautiful piece of music. In his book Engaging Characters:
Fiction, Emotion, and the Cinema, author Murray Smith (1995) states, “Our propensity to respond
emotionally to fictional characters is a key aspect of our experience and enjoyment of narrative films” (p.
1). Other film modes such as documentary can depend more on its story or plot than its characters,
creating a high quality and enjoyable documentary that connects to audiences not due to its characters, but
to a rich story, or beautiful and informative content. Experimental films tend to focus on one particular
aspect such as sound or lighting, which makes those components of the movie to be the most essential to
its viewers. But in narrative films, spectators connect to the character. In his article Protocols, scholar
James Naremore writes that cinema “divides people into two fundamental groups, designating some as
performers and others as watchers” (Corrigan, White, & Mazaj, 2011, p. 204). The relationship between
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these two groups, between character and spectator, forms the foundation for narrative cinema. When
experiencing a movie, audience members are participating in a visual exchange of ideas. They want
enjoyment and entertainment from the movie, and the movie wants their time and attention. The glue that
binds this process together is the characters within the film. James Naremore (2011) cites the concept of
“anaphora,” which is defined as:
A gesture which indicates, establishes relations, and eliminates entities […] meaningless in itself,
the anaphora is a purely relational activity whose free play allows meaning to circulate, even
when meaning is unintended […] All forms of human and animal exchange involve anaphoric
behavior (p. 204)
When watching a film, spectators are observing activity and behaviors that they can potentially
find outside in the real world, the main difference being that the exchange of anaphoric activity in film is
artificially constructed to create entertainment. In contrast to anaphoric activity in reality, every action,
reaction, interaction, etc. has intended meaning. Each movement a narrative character makes is meant to
drive the story forward, deepen their connection with the audience, and create entertainment value for its
viewers. Naremore (2011) asserts: “The motion picture screen is just theatrical anaphora, a physical
arrangement that arrays spectacle for persons in an audience role” (p. 205). The spectacle is the plot, the
story, the entertainment value created for the audience, but characters function as the vehicle that
audience members are able to entrench themselves in the fictional world and encounter it themselves.
They cannot do this same thing with the other elements, their attention may be held by the sound, music,
and the story but without the characters—they are unable to engage with the world of the film. For
example, while the soundtrack and music in the Star Wars anthology is iconic and memorable, people
watch the films because they are invested in the characters and what happens to them; we want to see if
Luke becomes a Jedi, we want to find out if Han can woo Leia, we want to see if Leia can lead the
rebellion to victory over the empire. The score and soundtrack deepen our connection and our
engagement to the characters—and that deepens our connection to the film as a whole.
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The presence of riveting characters in narrative films is not just a choice, but also a necessity
within the storytelling structure of narrative film. However, viewers want to do more than just observe a
characters do things on a screen: they want to watch them attain their goals, moreover they want to be part
of the journey to success that the character undertakes. Smith (1995) cites that due to “identification”, a
concept he describes as “an explanation of why and how spectators respond to fictional characters”, this
concept indicating that moviegoers do not just want to see characters attaining their goals, but relate to
them as well (p. 2). He also describes an example of where spectators are unable to engage with the film:
‘The film left me cold—I mean, I couldn’t identify with any of the character’” (Smith, 1995, p. 1). If
members of the audience are unable to form a connection, “identify”, with a character then the film risks
alienating a portion of its spectators that could have enjoyed the film. Thus to gain success within the
platform of narrative film, characters need to showcase a wide range of traits that can allow them to
connect to the maximum amount of viewers while also not alienating viewers throughout the film.
Screenwriters accomplish this task through character development.
Character development is, quite simply, the change a character undergoes throughout the course
of the film’s story; in television, this can be continuous and ongoing throughout the entire series. To
understand the nuances of character development, the concept of character needs to be defined. According
to Smith (1995): ‘The term ‘character’, in its most basic sense, typically denotes a fictional analogue of a
human agent’ (p. 17). This is important to note, as a fictional character in narrative film is equivalent to an
authentic human being yet while being similar cannot function exactly like a human being. There are two
primary reasons for this. The first is the narrative cinema lays its foundation heavily in escapism so while
viewers want to see enough to engage with the character, they still want to suspend what the real world
dictates as common sense and general beliefs in favor of the fictional world of the film. Therefore, a
character should behave as normal according to the fictional world—which may be different than our
world. Secondly, human beings are incredibly complex with emotional responses and decision- making
logic that range far longer than any time we spend with a given character on- screen. It is nearly
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impossible to create a character that is exactly like a human being because we simply do not have enough
time with them. The best we can execute is an accurate imitation of human traits projected onto a
character, which allows spectators to connect with them. James Naremore (2011) states that cinema
develops its audiences more so than any other form of theater, that is to say the cinematic platform
focuses on constructing a relationship between audience members and the onscreen characters, so that
both resemble individuals looking into a mirror (p. 211). The character is not a real life human being, but
a reflection—the audience understands that these characters are fake just as we know that our reflections
in a mirror is just a refraction of our own image.
Yet, we acknowledge the reflection as having value because we see ourselves in it. We are able to
engage with characters in narrative cinema, care about their well-being, because we identify with them.
Murray Smith (1995) clarifies the logic behind this phenomenon through his establishment of principles
within his own model, the structure of sympathy, which he identifies as recognition, alignment, and
allegiance (p. 82). The principle of recognition is focused on the “spectator’s construction of the
character” or who they believe the character to be and their perception of the character as “an
individuated and continuous human agent”; this marks the stage of audience members assessing
protagonists and beginning to understand who they are in context to their fictional world (Smith, 1995, p.
82). The next principle of alignment, which discusses how the narrative structure delivers information
about the character to the spectator, but the most important principle for this analysis, is the final one:
Allegiance (Smith, 1995, p. 83). Allegiance is the “evaluation” of the character by the audience, this is
where audience members begin to identify with them “on the basis of a wide range of factors, such as
attitudes” and other factors; this is crucial to understand because if the audience cannot engage with the
characters, they will not be interested in the film (Smith, 1995, p, 85). For the spectator to be emotionally
invested in a particular character, they are in the “allegiance” stage of the sympathy structure—already
understanding who the character is and making a judgment on whether they are able to see themselves
reflected back on the screen (Smith, 1995, p. 84-5). If characters are able to succeed within the allegiance
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stage of Murray’s sympathy structure by possessing traits that the human spectator can identify with,
screenwriters will have accomplished their goal of forging a connection between the audience and their
fictional counterparts onscreen. But in order to do this, characters must be well-written and
multidimensional—specifically, they need to imitate the complexities of a human being.
To create characters that mimic humans, we must identify the principles that typically define a
general human. Smith (1995) describes a “narrow, fundamental category of a human agent (on which
culturally specific developments are based)” as such:
1. A discrete human body, individuated and continuous through time and space;
2. Perceptual activity, including self-awareness;
3. Intentional states, such as beliefs and desires;
4. Emotions;
5. Ability to use and understand a natural language;
6. The capacity for self-impelled actions and self-interpretation;
7. The potential for traits, or persisting attributes (p. 21)
These seven principles are present in numerous different character archetypes throughout
narrative cinema. Smith (1995) explains this as, “A human agent must have the features and capacities
listed above, or something like them, in order to fulfill a social role [...] by extension, so must characters,
as the imagined, fictive counterparts of human agents” (p. 21). From a young age, humans throughout the
world have developed a similar understanding of what makes humans “human” through growing
cognitive functions and general knowledge. This understanding of advanced intelligence present in
human beings enables us to differentiate a human from an animal, or a human from an inanimate object.
Thus, fictional characters within narratives possess many—if not all—of these principles as it establishes
the basic needs to be viewed sympathetically by human spectators, while not diminishing from the
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character’s logic, emotions, actions, or growth that may be dictated by their world. Whether or not that
character growth makes sense for their character, depends on different factors.
A screenwriter can write a character with all of the aforementioned knowledge in mind and still
struggle with a crucial element in every narrative film: character development. As stated earlier, character
development is the growth that occurs as a character embarks on their journey throughout the story and
how a screenwriter appeals to multiple different audience segments. To exemplify this, there may be a
film whose main character is a sarcastic jerk who insults everyone around him—which may be humorous
and appealing to some viewers, but off-putting for others. But if this character begins to change
throughout the series of events incited by the needs of the plot, if he becomes humbled or learns to
connect with someone who brings out a more caring side of his personality— viewers who were initially
off-put by the character, may soften towards him again due to this new side depicted—which adds to his
character depth. However, character development remains a struggle for many screenwriters, especially
novices. I know this from my own experiences as filmmaker and screenwriter, that when I first started
writing my story would dictate the actions of the character. Many other screenwriters, especially novices,
do this as well. This is due to the desire of the screenwriter to have control over their story, making
characters take actions that make sense for the story, but not the character. For example, if the main
character of the film is a cowardly young boy who runs away at the first sight of danger throughout the
entirety of the movie then it would not make much sense if at the film’s conclusion, he somehow
mustered the courage to save the day. While this may be what the writers intended, to create a story in
which a young boy finally overcomes his fears and does something heroic—viewers of the film would
feel disappointed.
They would not feel disappointed with the plot, story, lighting, music, or whatever other element:
they would be disappointed with the character. They would feel disappointed that they were unable to
identify with him, that they were unable to take the journey and grow with him, they would not believe
that by the film’s climax he became brave enough to save the day when every other instance dictated
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otherwise. That would be an example of poor character development. But, there’s an easy fix to that. If
the aforementioned screenwriters simply wrote scenes where spectators saw the young boy attempting to
stand up to bullies, or pretending to be a hero, or trying to become braver then the climax at the end of the
story feels genuine. Now, it makes sense that the once scared boy was able to save the day because
throughout the entire film we, the audience members, witnessed how his character grew and changed
throughout events until by the end of the story, he became someone who could save the day.
In order to ensure sensible character development, screenwriters—seasoned and aspiring alike—
need to allow their character to authentically grow into new traits. A character trait is an indicator of their
personality and also how they may potentially respond to future events; a humorous character may crack a
joke when stressed, a serious character may be unable to find humor, etc. These traits and actions tend to
differ by film genre. Film scholar Thomas Schatz states: “The determining, identifying feature of a film
genre is its cultural context, its community of interrelated character types whose attitudes, values, and
actions flesh out dramatic conflict inherent within that community” (Corrigan, White, & Mazaj, 2011, p.
455). This supports the notion that characters in different genres contain actions and characteristics that
are common to the characters and story devices of that genre. This is important to note because over time,
these features that pertain to different genres have become so well-established that viewers tend to be
familiar with expectations of their protagonists and story. Schatz (2011) supports this, writing that a genre
“represents a range of expression for filmmakers and a range of experience for viewers. Both […] are
sensitive to a genre’s range of expression because of previous experiences with the genre that have
coalesced into a system of value-laden narrative conventions” (p. 455). Essentially, when screenwriters
write scripts concentrated in a certain genre such as horror, it is because they desire to tell a story that can
be best expressed through the conventions of that genre. This same rule applies to audience members who
want to be entertained by the stories expressed in those genres. To clarify, viewers who want to watch a
horror movie do not want to see characters who would be better suited to an action film; they decided on
watching a horror film because they understand what type of entertainment and viewing pleasure that
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specific genre would bring them. Characters that develop traits in horror genre, may develop different
traits than those in comedy, action, science-fiction, etc. due to the “system of value-laden narrative
conventions” that are present in each genre (455). But despite differing across each genre, characters are
still the vehicle by which viewers can identify and connect to the film. It is my belief that there are
common character traits, present in each genre of film, forming a pool of traits that screenwriters can use
to help develop their characters. All film genres possess some sort of threat “to the social order […] the
attitudes of the principal character and the resolution precipitated by their actions, which finally
distinguish the various genres from one another” (Corrigan, White, & Mazaj, 2011, p. 458). This
observation supports the notion that character actions—fundamentally different by genre—dictate the
course of the story. Thus, I believe that character traits are similar to other conventions commonly
associated with genres and can be used to help screenwriters create and develop characters.
This assertion poses two important questions:
1. If true, how do filmmakers make their characters special if every character in each genre has the
same traits?
2. If true, then how do filmmakers get audiences to keep falling in love with their characters despite
conventions?
My answer to both of these questions is through behaviors.
In my lessons as film scholar, screenwriter, filmmaker and a student of human capital, I learned
that both traits and behaviors are crucial to understanding key aspects in both areas of study. In film, traits
are more focused on with characters showcasing different traits based on their situation, personality, and
story. In human capital, traits are important but behaviors are much more essential. Both behaviors and
character traits are linked; behaviors are repeated actions—that convey a sense of a character trait. They
are character traits visually exemplified and enacted by both real life human beings and the analogues of
them showcased on screen (Smith, 1995, p. 17). In my studies in human capital, one of the lessons which
was deeply instilled in me is that you cannot terminate employment based on someone’s traits or
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characteristics, you terminate based on employment. Basically, you need documented evidence of an
unwanted trait—such as laziness—consistently manifesting itself in the workplace before we would be
able to terminate them without fear of legal repercussions. This exact principle applies to character
development in narrative film: audiences need evidence. Without evidence that indicates potential
character growth or change, viewers will fail to identify with the characters because they will no longer
understand them. In screenwriting, this would mean that screenwriters have inadvertently skewed the
audience recognition of the character during the sympathy structure, by making the character take actions
that does not make sense (Smith, 1995, p. 84). To avoid this, screenwriters must utilize differing
behaviors to subtly push character development without compromising previously established traits.
Thankfully, there are multitudes of varying behaviors that can showcase character traits, while also
hinting at the presence of other traits. Just as an employee who is lazy can demonstrate this characteristic
through behaviors such as absenteeism, failing to meet deadlines, and constantly not doing work while at
their station— a character who is “kind” can showcase kindness through a range of different behaviors
such as helping other characters, complimenting others, donating to charities, volunteering at soup
kitchens, etc. All of these behaviors can showcase the character trait of “kindness” but also lay the
groundwork for differing traits—even if only slightly different—such as “helpful”, “generous”,
“compassionate”, etc. that can manifest themselves as the story progresses. But behaviors can change
over time as the character continues to develop. Murray Smith (1995) explains:
Like narrative, human agency is intrinsically temporal, moving between past experiences, present
states, and anticipations and intentions directed toward the future. Like narratives, human agents select
through attention certain experiences and exclude others, in the course of planning and remembering.
Thus, in selecting and ordering events, narrative representations amplify a process already at work in
social action and interaction (p. 33)
Similar to how humans evolve and change in personality over time, character traits are able to
evolve over time as their behaviors begin to change. The only difference is that screenwriters are the
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“human agent” able to select certain experiences that will form the basis for the evolution of future traits
and behaviors (Smith, 1995, p. 33). This process of gradual but definitive change would take years for
human beings, but in film: time is arbitrary. Depending on the film, timelines can be stretched or
condensed but events in films force characters to undergo change more rapidly than humans need to
(mainly for the dramatic conventions needed to entertain). Thus, for logical character development the
screenwriter must depict corresponding behaviors that will indicate potential opportunities for growth
throughout the story.
This thesis is a culmination of scholarship that has been conditioned by my experiences at Penn
State University as a filmmaker and a screenwriter. I seek to identify common character traits present
within individual film genres through a thorough, neoformalist examination of associated character
behaviors in the protagonists of the selected movies. In accomplishing this, I hope to provide
screenwriters with the knowledge that common character traits exist within each genre but are depicted on
screen through varied, unique behaviors. This would establish a foundation of objective character traits
for screenwriters to apply when writing a character and reaffirm the notion that development of new traits
in these characters needs to be depicted through their behaviors. For the purpose of a narrow focus, I
decided to focus on three narrative genres: action, horror, and drama. As my sample, I have chosen films
selected by the Writer’s Guild of America for writing honors, and added some films, which fit the similar
renown, recognition and writing praise that I have noted in the nominated and award-winning films. I
focused on the films as opposed to screenplays because the goal of screenwriters is for the works to be
shown onscreen; audience members will not read the screenplay, but they will see the movie. Synopses
about the films sampled will not be provided, as they are not relevant to the analysis; however, the films
themselves remain available for viewing. (Further details can be found in the Methodology section)
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The Action Genre
Within narrative cinema, the action genre is one of the most popular due to its exciting
sequences of stylized violence not often experienced by the typical viewer in reality, thus
creating entertainment for the audience through excitement of the experience of emotions and
adrenaline felt by the characters in action-genre films. In order to feel this excitement brought
about through unconventional danger or violence, the spectator’s journey alongside characters
within the action genre is crucial. If the audience cannot experience the journey, if they are
unable to engage or connect with the character, then the film will cease to be exciting. So, it is of
utmost importance that screenwriters are able to create characters that the audience can engage
with throughout their journey to whatever goals the plot may prescribe. While this may sound
like an easy task due to the very definition of this genre warranting violence, thrills, and physical
prowess, it is much more complex to do than most think.
This genre tends to crossover with various genres and sub-genres such as thriller, sci-fi,
drama, and even comedy. However, it difficult to definitively define genres, even one that
appears as clear-cut and straightforward as the action genre. In Film-Art: An Introduction,
renowned film writers David Bordwell, Kristin Thompson, and Jeff Smith (2017) write: “Most
scholars agree that no genre can be defined in a single hard-and-fast way. In some genres the
films share subjects or themes [...] even when we have a firm sense of what a particular genre is,
we may find films that fit the category to different degrees” (p. 328). Yet, we are able to identify
or agree that certain films belong to separate genres based on a variety of components such as
lighting, plot, sound, and characters; moreover, we recognize “plot patterns” in movies that
belong to the same genre (Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 328). These plot patterns are
also present in many of the sub-genres, which comprise the genre, or are evident in crossover
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genres. For example, the increasingly popular “superhero film” is a relatively new type of genre
that has dominated narrative cinema in terms of sales and profit. Yet, the superhero film is not its
own genre as it follows several conventions of different genres.
First and foremost, I believe the superhero film to be a sub-genre of action as it always
has sequences of intense action, fighting, and physical feats that help define the character. In
fact, if I were to search “action film” on Google right now, many of the options would be
superhero movies that were recently produced. The superhero film tends to possess elements
found in the fantasy or sci-fi genres either through advanced technology, magic, different worlds
or universes, etc. Therefore it is a sub-genre of action but crosses over with sci-fi and fantasy. If I
were to be thorough, I would also assert that it also possesses conventions that can be found in
dramas, thrillers, and comedies. Thus, there are few films that are clear-cut one type of genre; in
fact many filmmakers identify genre-mixing as a “good way to innovate” (Bordwell, Thompson,
& Smith, 2017, p. 335). This is not to say that all films are so mixed that one cannot identify a
clear-cut genre, but that many films—especially those in recent years—have elements of other
genres to help keep them interesting for audiences. Despite genre mixing, characters still follow
the typical conventions of their primary genre. For example, superhero films follow the
conventions of action genre more closely than its cross-over elements of fantasy and sci-fi: its
characters are typically capable of impressive physical feats, are able to engage in fighting of
some sort, and embark on the typical hero’s journey present in both mythology and the action
genre. For example, I include films which could be perceived as a sub-genre or possess crossover traits as
For the purposes of this thesis, I have identified films within the action genre as
possessing:
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1. Characters capable of physical feats and violence not common to the average person (Ex.
Fighting for long periods, gunfights, chase sequences, etc.).
2. Plotlines that need to be advanced by characters through violence, threats of violence, or
a type of action not commonly found in real life.
3. Prolonged sequences of fighting and violence.
Based on these criteria, I have also included two films that adhere to conventions of the
sports genre for my selection of action films. The reason to this being is that of these sports films
I selected, both of them are boxing films that require its protagonists to be capable of physical
feats and violence not common to the average person, have plotlines that advance through
violence, and possess prolonged sequences of violence. But, it is important to note that films in
the sports genre have their own unique conventions. According to Bordwell, Thompson, and
Smith (2017): “Sports films display their own plot patterns, iconography, and themes.
Competition and tournaments provide conflict, while a climactic win-or-lose big game can
resolve the action and provide closure” (p. 346). Sports films are also capable of blending social
issues such as gender, race, and sexuality under the overall arching themes of the sport; in my
opinion, this can allow for a deeper engagement in the film due to its context than the typical
action movie (Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 348-9). Compared to typical action films,
which tend to create excitement and audience engagement through impressive feats of
physicality and violence—a majority of sports films engage with the
audience through physical feats and the emotional journey of being an athlete dedicated
to her sports instead of violence.
Unlike action films, many sports films are more grounded in reality as audience members
are familiar with them more intimately than, for example, William Wallace of Braveheart
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gallantly willing to wage war against Scotland’s English oppressors to liberate his people and
achieve vengeance for the woman he loved. Audiences can connect with Wallace, sympathize
with Wallace, and even fall in love with Wallace as a character—but they cannot do what he
does. They cannot pick up swords, shields and spears and defend their territory from the English
(maybe in the past, but not currently). Meanwhile, the activities that protagonists perform in
sports films are activities that audience members can do at any time whenever they would. It
would be at lower skill level most likely, but the same feeling and passion for sports would still
be present. This is a just a fact that differentiates most sports films from action films. Yet, boxing
films are different than other sports films. Unlike many other sports, boxing is inherently violent.
Boxing requires violence to win and achieve victory over their opponent. Boxing involves
engaging in a long period of extended violence that is not typical to most viewers and while
members of the audiences can choose to engage in boxing after a film, most will choose not to.
Thus, the sport of boxing itself—while still available to the audience—allows boxing films to
follow conventions more similar to the action genre due to the violence present within the sport.
For my selection of films within the action drama, I chose to analyze the following ten
films: Sicario, Looper, The Fighter, Braveheart, Raiders of the Lost Ark, Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid, Star Wars, Kill Bill: Volume 1, Rocky and The Matrix. The aforementioned films
all fit under my criteria defining an action-genre film as they all possess extended sequences of
violence, plots that are advanced through violence, and characters that are all capable of
impressive physical feats beyond those of the average spectator. As previously stated, two of my
choice films—Rocky and The Fighter—are boxing films that would fall under the sports genre
but fit my criteria and follow action- genre conventions.
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The Horror Genre
The horror genre continues to be a popular and influential genre that allows for
filmmakers and screenwriters to exercise their creativity without restraint. Bordwell, Thompson,
and Smith (2017) write: “The horror genre is most recognizable by the emotional affect it tries to
arouse [...] aims to shock, disgust, repel—in short, to horrify. This impulse is what shapes the
genre’s other conventions” (p. 339). This genre is not just limited in popularity to one country or
continent, while styles and foundations of horror films may vary across countries due to differing
cultural beliefs and mythos, “the interest in producing horror films is global” referencing
filmmakers across the world that want to create horror films (Bordwell, Thompson & Smith,
2017, p. 342). This allows for diversity of ideas and structure within the narrative of horror films
or at least a unique type of monster—cited by Bordwell, Thompson, and Smith (2017) as a
character convention that is typically used—that is not evident in films belonging to different
genres (p. 340). Moreover, there are certain aspects of the horror film, differing from action or
comedy, that allow for intriguing, unique character development.
Since horror films engage viewers through creating the emotional response of fear rather
than excitement, filmmakers understand that sometimes a “triumphant victory” will be less
memorable and less fear inducing for the audience than a shocking ending. To contrast two
examples, in Get Out the protagonist Chris manages to survive the ordeal he undergoes albeit at
the loss of his girlfriend and other traumas. While people still die and the film still effectively
conveys an overall atmosphere of suspense and tension, the protagonist still manages to survive.
In Hereditary however, the ending is much bleaker with all of the human protagonists dying and
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a demon is successfully summoned by a cult of witches to roam the Earth. Both films create a
mood that causes the viewer’s “fight-or- flight” to react strongly; in action films, our response
would be for the character to “fight” while in horror films, our hope is for “flight”. Both films
leave their audiences on edge. Yet, one has a much darker ending, which depicts the flexibility
that movies within the horror genre possess in regards to narrative structure. There does not
always have to be a happy ending or the protagonist attaining their goals. In fact, in most cases
the goal of the protagonist in a horror is to simply still be alive at the end of story’s events; and
despite character development and growth, sometimes they are still unable to succeed.
Similar to action films, the horror genre also possesses sub-genres. However, these subgenres are less indicative of differing conventions or rules that apply to that sub-genre and more
of an example of the type of horror film it is. The “monster”, whether human, supernatural, or
innate, that terrorizes the protagonist throughout the course of the story. This monster is different
from a typical antagonist as an antagonist’s goals run in direct conflict to the goals of the
protagonist; the goal of the monster is to terrorize the protagonist or threaten their way of life or
very existence: the monster is described as “a dangerous breach of nature, a violation of our
normal sense of what’s possible” (Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 339). Thus, the
monster does not interfere directly with the character’s goals, but instead with their most basic
desire above all other goals: survival.
The films Halloween and Poltergeist are both horror films, but differ in two key ways.
One is a slasher horror and the other is a supernatural horror. In Halloween, the “monster”
referenced by Bordwell, Thompson, and Smith is Michael Myers, a deranged, brutal serial killer
who terrorizes teenagers throughout the duration of Halloween. In Poltergeist, the “monsters”
are ghosts, implied to be from a burial grounds the house was built on who terrorize the
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inhabitants of the house out of hate and spite. Again, while movies are scary in their own right,
Halloween is based more in reality due to the lack of the supernatural element while Poltergeist
utilizes the supernatural to create an atmosphere of terror and unease. Both types of horror films
accomplish the same atmosphere and feeling, albeit through different means. This is the case for
films throughout the horror genre, each unique in its own regard; thus, the genre itself allows
screenwriters and filmmakers alike to showcase their creativity and innovation, making it a
popular genre for those who want to create movies to participate in.
Due to the previously referenced conventions, the horror genre remains very popular to
this day. Bordwell, Thompson, and Smith (2017) point to the current sustained popularity of the
horror cinema, writing “the horror film entered into a period of popularity that has not yet ended”
(p. 341). Spectators that engage with characters in horror open themselves up to a type of
escapism different from any other genre: a dangerous adrenaline rush resulting from fear of the
monster or the unknown. The typical viewer watches films as a form of escape from their every
day life, but the experiences from watching a comedy or an action differ immensely from
watching a horror film. Thus, the characters in a horror film also tend to differ greatly than
characters in comedies and action films. Unlike action films, these characters are often not
physically capable (increasing the tension of a dangerous situation and limiting their potential of
survival) and tend to be more grounded in reality in order to highlight the impending danger.
Within a horror film, screenwriters want to convey to audiences that they should be afraid for the
character’s well being while also establishing the character as someone they can identify with to
a degree. These characters are inherently more vulnerable due to their genre; unlike protagonists
in an action film they cannot easily solve their issues with
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violence. Thus, the screenwriter must create protagonists that are still able to survive or
overcome the “monsters” present in the horror genre despite these characters typically being
similar to an average human being.
For the purposes of this thesis, I have identified films within the horror genre as
possessing:
1. Disturbing imagery or gore intending to shock viewers
2. A “monster” either physical, mental, supernatural, or metaphysical that plagues the
character(s) throughout the film
3. Distorted boundaries of reality that creates negative effects on the protagonist(s) and
other characters.
Based on this criteria, and additional criteria which can be found in the Methodology
section, my selection of films within the horror genre include: A Quiet Place, Halloween, Get
Out, Hereditary, Sinister, Black Swan, The Sixth Sense, Se7en, Poltergeist, Halloween. Out of
my ten selections for the horror genre, Se7en is a film that many viewers would identify as
belonging to the “noir” film genre rather than the horror. However, unlike most noir films like
Chinatown or The Third Man, Se7en is uniquely disturbing. The case that the protagonists are
investigating is of a deranged serial killer whose victims end up in disgustingly horrifying altered
physical states, which are difficult to observe on screen. These atrocities of the serial killer’s
crimes create a different type of tension and suspense not present in most of the films within the
noir genre. Se7en also fits my defined criteria for a horror film. It possesses disturbing imagery
and gore meant to shock the viewer, it has a “monster” in the form of the serial killer—John
Doe—whose crimes are abnormally terrifying and violates our sense of what is possible
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(Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 339). And finally, the effects of his crimes begin to
weigh heavily on our protagonists as the movie continues to progress. Thus, Se7en can be
identified as a horror film even if it still follows conventions of the noir-genre. Similarly in the
next section, I examine another noir film, Chinatown, which is fits the definition of a drama film
than a horror film.
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The Drama Genre
Now that we have covered two of the three genres in this thesis, I would like to propose a
question: “Why do audiences enjoy seeing the same conventions over and over?” (Bordwell,
Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 335). This is an excellent question for aspiring screenwriters and
future filmmakers alike as it indicates to us that audiences like seeing the same patterns and
themes in films, patterns and themes determined by genre. Thus, it would not be ignorant to
assume that characters in specific genres also follow certain patterns, which appeal to
audiences—likely through their traits and personality that make a character so compelling.
Bordwell, Thompson, and Smith (2017) explain a possible reason for this, observing that genres
“resemble holiday celebrations—ceremonies that are satisfying because they reaffirm cultural
values in a predictable way” (p. 336). This reaffirmation would make sense as why audiences
continue to watch action movies or romantic-comedies if they all possess the same type of
ending.
Of course, this does not quite explain why horror films are satisfying, as they do not
always reaffirm cultural values; indeed, they often seem to subvert these cultural values.
However, Bordwell, Thompson, and Smith (2017) also provide further reasoning that films
within certain genres are able to “harmonize with public attitudes in a more involuntary fashion”
(p. 336). This can be seen in the film Get Out, which, underneath the twisted story, functions as
social commentary on race relations and the feeling of unease that black people may feel when
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surrounded by subtle white prejudice. Many films of the horror genre can be interpreted by
spectators as revealing or touching upon a fear or social issue within the real world.
Genres can also innovate. In fact, social processes can be reflected in genres through the
inclusion or focus of a female protagonist or of different cultures (Bordwell, Thompson, &
Smith, 2017, p. 336). Bordwell, Thompson, and Smith (2017) would refer to this process of
analysis as “reflectionism” as they assume that genres reflect social attitudes, but also warn that
“a genre film may reflect not the audience’s hopes and fears but the filmmaker’s guess about
what might sell” (p. 336-7). This prompts several questions:
•

Do genres reflect reality?

•

Can they explain social issues?

•

What do they indicate about the audience’s own traits and behaviors?
The answer to all of these questions is—for the screenwriter and filmmaker—it does not

matter. What matters is the knowledge that viewers will keep returning to favored genres
because they identify with the themes and patterns depicted in those films. Filmmakers and
screenwriters can use this to create characters that fit alongside the expected genre patterns and
similarities, while still maintaining their own unique draw and personality traits that endear them
to the audiences. Writing characters with multi-dimensionality is one of the best methods to
mimic the complexities of a real human being; it is also something that writers struggle with as
complex, multidimensional characters experience character development and growth in more
ways than one. Not just one aspect of their personality is changing, but multiple characteristics
begin to grow or alter throughout the course of the story. At the end, this may leave the audience
with a changed character that they may no longer identify with at the conclusion—even though
they did at the beginning. But viewers will still feel sympathy and be able to engage with this
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character because as we identify with them as a similarly complex being who experienced a
journey of growth.
Unfortunately, these types of characters are not present in every genre. This can be due to
conventions of the genre, or to the lack of ability of the screenwriter to write complex characters,
which is an extremely difficult task. But there is one genre that is especially known for its
complex, multidimensional characters with this type of character growth: the drama genre.
The drama film is a complex genre to denote. In many ways, the genre of drama is an
overarching umbrella that includes many other genres underneath it as they can include a wide
range of filmic conventions that can also be found in other genres. However, one of the common
themes of the drama genre, or films defined as being a “drama”, is an immense focus on its
characters. Most films belonging to this category possess notable character growth. For example,
in Dallas Buyer’s Club the protagonist undergoes major character development after being
diagnosed with HIV and AIDs; slowly evolving from a homophobic bigot with little concern
other than sex to someone who is accepting of homosexuality and empathetic to the struggles of
others. It is a slow and gradual change that takes place over the course of the entire film, but it
demonstrates the many complexities to the protagonist and connects audiences to the story as we
experience the emotional journey alongside him. This type of character growth is not readily
apparent in the other genres such as action or horror; this is mainly due to the fact that the
purpose of the action and horror genres to entertain through excitement and fear respectively—
stimulating the flight-or-fight response system present in every human being throughout the
story. In her study “Tender Affective States as Predictors of Entertainment Preference”, Media
effects scholar Mary Beth Oliver (2008) states that “entertainment is often associated most
readily with feelings of mirth or amusement, theorizing in the psychology of entertainment has
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tended to assume that positive affect is a crucial and desired outcome that governs much of
individuals’ entertainment selections” (p. 40). This observation is true for films in the action
genre, which creates excitement through its intense sequences and happiness at its resolution; it
is somewhat true for the horror genre in that the positive affect is a “desired outcome”, as
audiences tend to hope that protagonists in horror films are able to survive their circumstances.
However, dramas do not create entertainment in this way. Instead, they forge the characterspectator connection with the audience as quickly as possible, and audiences are enraptured in a
more emotional engagement developed through empathy for the characters rather than the
generation of fear or excitement.
For the purposes of this thesis, I have identified films within the drama genre as
possessing the following characteristics:
1. The creation of entertainment through methods other than fear and excitement.
2. A focus on the reactions and actions of the protagonist(s) that supersede other
conventions of the story.
3. Characters that show obvious change throughout the course of the story; often clearly
indicating a changed mindset or perspective of themselves, others, or goals
4. Characters gaining knowledge that precedes and sets the foundation for their dramatic
change
The films I have selected that fit this criteria include: Green Book, Lady Bird,
Nightcrawler, Dallas Buyer’s Club, Hotel Rwanda, Lost In Translation, American Beauty,
Thelma and Louise, E.T, Chinatown. These films fit under my established criteria and all possess
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a clear focus on their protagonists—creating enjoyment through audience investment in the
emotions of the protagonists instead of adrenaline generated through character actions.

Chapter 2 : Writing Behaviors Across Genres
How Behaviors Dictate Traits
As noted previously, traits and behaviors are two similar, yet different concepts. A trait is
how a person’s personality would be described. For example, “Steve is really funny!” or “Kate is
quite intelligent” would be descriptors of a person’s personality traits. If one can describe a person
as “intelligent, funny, assertive, and commanding”, we would understand what their personality
would be based off of those traits. Behaviors are different. Behaviors are how people act
consistently—towards themselves or others—for a period of time. These repeated actions lead to
an understanding of personality. Human capital researcher and author Terri A. Scandura (2016)
describes the “behavioral component” as “an intention to act based upon cognitions and affect
experienced” (p. 88). Thus, behaviors themselves are a result of previously held beliefs, potentially
from other established traits, and the situation a person experiences. These situations can range
from interactions with other people to problem-solving independently. Furthermore, different
behaviors can be prompted due to different emotional stimulus and responses. Scandura (2016)
states: “Emotions play a powerful effect on employee motivation and work behaviors” (p. 87). If
we remove the context of the work environment, this statement still applies to people in general.
Emotions, as well as types of stimuli that lead us to emotion, can prompt different behaviors
from a person or the revelation of new personality traits. In contrast, behaviors can indicate
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someone’s current emotional state and the traits associated with it. These three components:
emotions, traits, and behaviors, all are connected and affect each other. Traits are established
descriptors of personality based on behaviors, and varying emotions can cause different traits and
behaviors to manifest. To exemplify this, a man named Gerald can be calm, rational, and serious
in normal circumstances; but in situations of extreme duress, Gerald tends to be nervous and prone
to making snap judgments. This does not detract from Gerald’s typical, or base, personality traits
and the associated behaviors but informs us that Gerald changes in different situations. It
showcases that he is not perfect and is just as fallible as any human. This information is crucial for
screenwriters to understand when writing characters for narrative film; as aforementioned, the term
“character” has come to mean a fictional analogue of a human being (Smith, 1995, pg. 17). In
order to write complex, realistic characters screenwriters must have a firm understanding of human
beings.
Within screenwriting, character traits are typically showcased through actions they
undertake. Unlike novels and short stories, which provide the audience with insight into the
character’s inner mind and psyche, films tend to only showcase the visual actions and reactions of
their characters. This is largely due to the fact that film is a visual form of storytelling, but this fact
changes many aspects of writing. Unlike in novels or written stories, screenwriters cannot describe
a character’s inner thoughts to the audience—unless they plan to use voiceover, but if every single
film within narrative cinema used voiceover to showcase a character’s thoughts, it would create
an entirely different dilemma. Instead, screenwriters who are exceptionally adept at their craft
focus on writing character actions and reactions. This can be seen across narrative cinema in the
actor performance, immersed in subtle nuances of a character, from every hand twitch to a slight
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curving of the lips. Screenwriters write characters that reveal their thoughts based on physical
actions. They have to for actors to embody them on screen, for audiences to understand the
characters without being privy to their inner thoughts. In her book, Storytelling in Film and
Television Kristin Thompson (2003) notes, “Hollywood cinema also bases the action closely on
the traits of the characters. Causes arise almost entirely from the characters’ traits and actions”,
supporting the reasoning behind the screenwriting character method (p. 21). Screenwriters need to
showcase character actions on screen to push the momentum of the story forward. To compare to
the solely written story platforms, screenwriters for film can write for two hours or more of screen
time. This translates to 120 pages, with each page being the equivalent of a minute of screen time.
While this time limit can be superseded, with some films traveling upwards and occasionally
beyond three hours (an example being Titanic), most novice writers will be writing features within
the 90 to 120 page range—eventually being able to write more once they become more established.
Regardless, screenwriters focus on writing character actions so the audiences is able to
comprehend who the character is, if they can engage with them, and if they can empathize with
them.
In order for a screenwriter to create characters that can a majority of the audience can
empathize with, character development is not only crucial, but a necessity. From the first
appearance on screen, audiences begin assessing who a character is based on their actions on
screen; this also affects their ability to connect with them. Kristin Thompson (2003) states: “As
soon as characters appear, or even before we see them, they will be assigned a set of definite traits,
and our first impressions of those traits will last through the film; that is, the characters act
consistently”, thus it is necessary for the screenwriter to ensure that a character not only develops,
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but develops in a logical manner (p. 22). A screenwriter needs to develop their characters in a
consistent manner that makes sense with their previously established character traits, should
characters act differently than what their known traits are “some explanation will be given”
(Thompson, 2003, p. 22). Thompson uses the example of the lawyer from Jurassic Park who is
only concerned with profit and the success of the business venture. He is very critical of John
Hammond—the creator of Jurassic Park—but soon supports him after witnessing the dinosaurs;
Thompson (2003) cites his change of character by his muttering of “We’re going to make a fortune
with this place”, depicting character development through an adherence to his long-term goals:
profit (p. 22). Screenwriters can utilize character goals and objectives to push their development
of differing traits and behaviors.
Character development can be successfully executed in many ways as screenwriters have
a multitude of tools in their arsenal. Almost all of these tools however, derive from how humans
develop new traits and behaviors throughout the course of their lives. If we refer back to my earlier
example of Gerald, it can be noticed that the question as to why Gerald acts differently in stressful
situations is unknown. But if we were shown that during childhood, Gerald experienced an event,
like a timed exam or contest, which resulted in a negative outcome—his behaviors and personality
traits while under extreme duress would make more sense. This is an example of learning, which
is the process by which almost all humans develop new character traits. Learning can be defined
as:
Any relatively permanent change in behavior that occurs as a result of experience or
practice […] people learn in multiple ways. We learn through trial and error, we learn from
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consequences that occur as a result of something we’ve done, and we learn from the
consequences of other people’s actions. (Lussier & Hendon, 2013, p. 247)
Human capital experts Robert Lussier and John Hendon (2013) define the process of
learning as this because “it provides us with the visible evidence than individual has learned
something because they changed they way they act as a result of learning” (p. 247). This is a crucial
concept for screenwriters to understand: humans act differently after learning, but the new actions
and behaviors they learn may differ based on their previously established character traits. From
the perspective of the audience, when they observe the behavior of a person in certain situations,
they project themselves into that situation to “simulate what seems mot evident, in order to build
a fuller picture, and hence predict the behavior of the agent” (Smith, 1995, p. 97). Simply put,
when characters with complex traits encounter a situation that prompts the learning of new traits
and behaviors, unpredictable but logical outcomes can occur.
To exemplify this, consider this situation with two different characters. Jack and Tommy
were both students who were caught cheating an exam. This exam was quite difficult and many
students had trouble with it. Jack is described as serious, intelligent, hard-working, competitive,
and values his grades deeply. Tommy is known as clever, intelligent, lazy, and has a disdain for
authority. Jack cheated because he is competitive and desired a good grade. Tommy cheated
because he did not want to put effort into it and he does not care for school rules. Both are
reprimanded and learn from the consequences of their actions, but due to their previously
established character traits, they both learn different things. Jack learns the importance of ethicality
and integrity and never cheats again. This fits in line with his traits of seriousness and being hardworking; instead of cheating, he will just study harder in the future to try to pass his exams. Jack
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learns self-accountability. Tommy learns that he needs to be more careful when cheating, as he
was not careful previously and got caught; this makes sense in reference to his previous traits of
being lazy and disdainful for authority. For the next exam, he will be more careful and subtle
when cheating to avoid consequences. Tommy learns to be sneaky. Both Jack and Tommy adopt
two different traits, showcased in the future by their change in behaviors. These new traits are not
a culmination of traits they already had, but are influenced by their past traits. Jack and Tommy
have both grown from the same event, but their takeaways are different.
Granted, this is just one simple situation and there are numerous potential outcomes that
could have resulted. Perhaps Tommy could have realized he wants to do better, which makes sense
in reference to his trait of being intelligent or clever; or maybe Jack was humiliated and became
resentful towards authority, which can be understood due to his trait of being competitive and
valuing his grades. Either one of these outcomes could have also logically occurred. This is due to
the influence of countless factors and elements that make human beings so unique, and
unpredictable. However, characters are not the equivalent of humans: they are just comparable to
them (Smith, 1995, p. 17). Thus, screenwriters do not need to concern themselves with all of the
ways a character could react and how it influences them, but with the direction they want the
character to take. Referencing Murray’s structure of sympathy—specifically his principles of
recognition and allegiance which connotatively translate to the audience’s understanding and
identification of the character respectively—it is crucial to note that neither principle require that
viewers experience the emotions, thoughts, and traits of a character but only “understand the these
traits and mental states make up the character (82-85). A screenwriter’s main focus for character
development is then determining what which new behavior makes the most sense in pushing the
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character towards that specific growth, while ensuring it does not deviate from their previously
established traits. Yet, a common problem that screenwriters have is developing their characters
in ways that do not correlate with their previously established traits. In her book, Storytelling in
the New Hollywood, author Kristin Thompson (1999) asserts: “Those films which fail to create
rounded or consistent characters draw criticism (p. 14). This is colloquially known as “poor
character development”.
To define poor character development, we must first determine how viewers can identify
it without being privy to the thoughts and plans of the screenwriter. After all, the viewer did not
create the character, and the viewer does not determine what the character says or acts: the
screenwriter does. Yet at the same time viewers hold screenwriters accountable to their very own
characters. Once a character in a story makes the transition from script to screen, it is no longer
just the screenwriter’s character. That character belongs to everyone in the audience because the
audience will be engaging with the character, empathizing with that character, and caring for that
character. The audience will begin to form their own unique bonds with these characters that not
even the screenwriter can completely understand. So when a beloved character suffers from poor
character development, the audience knows. Viewers ranging from critics to general spectators
themselves can be quite vague on what constitutes poor character development, but it can be
understood that it is when character actions and behaviors do not make sense with that character’s
traits. Scandura (2016) states, “when behaviors don’t line up with thoughts or feelings, cognitive
dissonance may occur” (p. 89). This phenomenon is what viewers experience when a character
suffers from poor development: cognitive dissonance. Cognitive dissonance is defined as “the
incompatibility between two or more attitudes or between attitudes and behaviors” (Scandura,
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2016, p. 89), basically when there are two contrasting behaviors or traits within a human being.
This term is typically used to describe the psychological feeling an individual will experience when
their own attitudes/beliefs do not match up with their own behaviors and actions. However, this is
also an apt definition for the similar feelings audiences have towards characters that begin to
behave differently than their previously established traits. As we firmly established, characters are
not humans—they mimic humans. But well-loved characters can feel like genuine, authentic
humans to audience members and prompt similar psychological phenomena.
So when onscreen characters suffer from differing traits and behaviors that do not make
sense, the audience identifies that similar feeling as something that occurs in humans and waits for
it to resolve. When this does not resolve with a specific behavior showcasing the newly developed
trait, or when characters conduct themselves as if there was no previous dissonance, this does not
make sense with the audience’s understanding of these characters. Murray Smith (1995) explains
that for audiences, understanding “why the protagonist’s response is appropriate or intelligible to
the situation” is necessary given the previously established information about the character; when
an audience engages with a character by “sympathizing” he does not simulate or mimic her mental
state but understands the protagonists—being capable of making judgments about the and
responding emotionally when necessary (p. 85-6). So when audience members observe characters
making decisions that they do not understand, that do not make sense for their character, it violates
their previous evaluation of those characters as complex, analogues of humans (Smith, 1995, p.17).
It subtly shatters the illusion of their perception of these characters as real. This prompts the terms
“poor character development”, because the writer was unable to develop their character in a way
that befits an analogue of a human being (Smith, 1995, p.17). This fact remains true regardless of
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any additional background layers a character can possess. As we know, there are many categories
that human beings can identify as such as gender, race, culture, etc. that distinguish them apart
from their counterparts. These dimensions also apply to fictional characters. These vital
background components do not affect the overall development process, but provide a strong basis
for a wide variety of unique behaviors and traits. These dimensions do not impede the process of
character development; they enhance it and can strengthen the level of engagement that audiences
feel towards them.
To conclude, screenwriters must develop their characters in a logical fashion that befits
those characters’ previous traits. Over the years, character traits according to each film genre have
been firmly established, providing screenwriters with substantial material to draw from. To
efficiently develop their characters and make them unique without suffering from “poor character
development”, screenwriters must understand that within specific genres of narrative film—such
as horror and action—identical character traits can be found in almost every protagonist. What
distinguishes protagonists from each other are their behaviors, how these traits manifest on-screen.
These behaviors also prompt the different processes by which these characters will develop and
can indicate potential future traits as a result of learning from obstacles and events the character
will undergo throughout the course of the film.
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Behavioral-Trait Correspondence: Action

For my analysis of the action genre, I watched the following films and analyzed each
protagonist’s actions throughout the story: Sicario, Looper, The Fighter, Braveheart, Raiders of
the Lost Ark, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, Star Wars, Kill Bill: Volume 1, Rocky and The
Matrix. For films such as Sicario, Braveheart, Raiders of the Lost Ark, Star Wars, Kill Bill, Rocky
and the Matrix I analyzed the actions of the single, clear protagonist. For the remaining films of
Looper, The Fighter, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid I analyzed the actions of the dual
protagonists of the story; or the protagonist and the deuteragonist that was also a clear focus in the
plot of the film. Thus, the total characters I examined belonging to the action genre for this study
was 13. Throughout my viewings, I identified several repeated character traits through differing
character behaviors, which can be seen in the figure below:
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Action:
Traits Indicated by Behaviors
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Figure 1. Character Traits Identified by Observed Behaviors in the Action Genre

The traits that appeared in almost every character behavior are clearly depicted as being
violent and determined. Some of these findings, such as characters being violent, are evident of
the needs of the genre: the action genre needs action to generate excitement and most action
tends to be violent. However, these other traits show that many of these 13 characters share
commonalities. The traits “violent” and “determined” are present in every single character in
these films. While the “violent” trait is obvious, the “determined” trait is less. Yes, every
character in every story has a goal and their actions push them towards their goal. But, during my
analysis I only wrote the trait of “determined” for characters who were completely focused on
accomplishing their goals, whose behaviors were consistent in demonstrating a strong resolve to
attain what they wanted. These goals and behaviors differed depending on the film, but they
showcased the same trait.
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In Looper, both Old Joe and Young Joe possess the same “determined” trait, albeit for
different goals. Young Joe wants to kill Old Joe so he can be free to live his life without being
hunted by his former employers, and Old Joe wants to kill the “Rainmaker” before he gets his
wife killed. Young Joe demonstrates his determination by consistently trying to kill Old Joe,
trying to attain information from him through means such as self-mutilation, and staking out a
house and its inhabitants for when Old Joe comes around. The latter leads to further character
growth to the point where Young Joe develops a bond with Sara and Cid, the mother and son
living in the house. Slowly, Young Joe’s goal changes from trying to kill Old Joe to trying to
protect Sara and Cid from Old Joe’s rampage; his determination to do this is so strong that he
ends up killing himself—and Old Joe by association—to accomplish his goal. While Young Joe
developed into a character that grew to be empathetic and loving from his connection with Sara
and Cid, his actions were governed by his willingness to do anything to accomplish his goal—
whatever that may be. So when he sacrificed himself at the end of the film, it makes sense to the
audience. Even though he was a self-centered individual at the start of the film, his newfound
empathy and love combined with his unwavering determination to his goals allowed the
character to develop traits and behaviors that made the decision to self-sacrifice logical to his
previously established traits. Old Joe also showcases his determination albeit in different ways.
He’s determined to save his wife in the current timeline, which involves him actively fighting
against anyone who steps in his way to stop him: including his own self. He kills many people to
do this, but what solidifies his resolve is his acts of murder against children. Killing children
tends to be a taboo within movies reserved for the most horrific of villains, however Old Joe kills
them in case any of them could be the Rainmaker. He knows he’s killing innocent kids as well;
there are only three children who could potentially be the Rainmaker and only one actually is the
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Rainmaker. But he tries—and almost succeeds—in killing them all, dedicating himself to
preventing the Rainmaker’s existence even at the expense of innocent lives. However, Old Joe is
clearly conflicted about this taking a moment to sob after he kills the first child. This makes
sense with his previous character traits of being empathetic and loving towards his wife, he is
able to make human connections and care about others (unlike Young Joe who has yet to develop
this). He is not heartless and understands his actions—but continues to murder regardless of his
own inner turmoil: his desire to save his wife dictating his every move.
The same trait of “determined” is also seen in the character of Kate Macer from Sicario.
Kate herself is grounded in a more harsh and realistic setting, lacking powers and time travel but
abundant in cruelty and death. From the beginning, Kate is shown to be a dedicated professional
to the degree that she agrees to participate in a mission she has little information on, just to bring
down the cartel responsible for the deaths of two people on a previous raid. In contrast to
Looper, Macer’s determination is not as overt. The world of Sicario does not permit for
expansive fight scenes and stylized death, simply focusing on death and violence as it is: brutal,
grisly, and desperate. But Macer carries out her mission and follows orders. Even if she
questions the ethicality of them, she continues to go through with it as she is determined to bring
those behind the cartel to justice. The clearest aspect of this is when another option presents itself
to Kate to accomplish her goal. She takes this option as it is legal and would be immediate.
While this does not pan out and Kate is frustrated by the lack of information, she still follows her
original orders, and after becoming disillusioned with her purpose, is determined to find out why
she was used by the CIA operatives.
Macer’s determination is also depicted through her adherence to her ethics and morals.
She questions her orders constantly and knows something is strange from the start. She is smart
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and forward-thinking, but a professional who believes in the law. She questions her orders and
the meaning behind them, but she still follows them as long as they remain within the ethical
sphere of acceptance. When she discovers that Alejandro, a member of their outfit, is actually a
CIA assassin who is going to illegally kill the cartel members—she tries to apprehend him
accordingly. While she fails, she threatens Matt, the leader, that she will expose them and will
not be part of the cover story that they did nothing wrong while in Mexico. It is only when
Alejandro directly threatens her life that she unwillingly signs a document that confirms that
everything the outfit did was legal and adhered to the law. Afterwards, she holds her gun to
Alejandro who calmly stands there, accepting of death if she can pull the trigger. However she is
unable to, as to kill him in cold-blood would violate the law and destroy her previous dedication
to her ethics and morals. Nonetheless, she remains a very determined character throughout the
film.
The other traits, which appeared significantly throughout the films, were: loving,
empathetic, prideful, passionate, and tough. Again, some of these traits can be obvious such as
“empathetic” and to a degree, “loving”. Empathy is a trait that most human beings possess as the
ability of being able to connect with other human beings and feel something towards them. I
defined the trait of empathy as characters demonstrating care or concern for the well-being of
other characters or animals; as well as their ability to show sympathy for the state of other
characters. A lack of empathy is what defines a sociopath. The characters in the action genre
films I watched, while violent, were certainly not sociopathic. Most characters in the narrative
cinema platform need to be empathetic to some degree in order to develop relationships with
other characters. The “loving” trait is also a trait that can be found across genres, as most
characters possess some sort of love interest in who they care for. I defined the trait of being
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“loving” as showcasing intense concern, dedication, or sexual/romantic feelings and for one
particular character. Most characters demonstrated this trait as most characters possessed love
interests, however in films such as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid and The Fighter this
trait manifests in both love interests of the protagonists, but also in the protagonists’ love for
each other. While this shows that a character can showcase the loving personality trait in
different ways and behaviors—a character will showcase their love for their husband/wife
differently than their sister/brother/dearest friend, unless said character is from Game of Thrones
then all bets are off.
The traits of passionate, prideful, and tough are much more interesting in regards to my
observations of these characters. Each trait I identified under different criteria. I defined
passionate as a trait when a character demonstrated a particular fondness, enjoyment and
dedication to a subject or activity they did. Characters such as Indiana Jones from Raiders of the
Lost Ark demonstrates his passion for both archeology, history, and raiding multiple times
through the excitement and enjoyment he gets out of raiding and his unwillingness to destroy or
damage artifacts; even when he thinks he loses his love interest, he still finds enjoyment in his
profession. Beatrix/The Bride from Kill Bill also demonstrates the trait of being passionate
through her single-minded mission to get vengeance. This behavior can initially be identified as
showcasing the determination, which the Bride also is, however it is her enjoyment and
dedication that shows that not only is she determined to gain vengeance and kill those who have
wronged her: but she finds enjoyment in it and is clearly dedicated to her murdering activities.
William Wallace from Braveheart clearly demonstrates the passionate trait through every
behavior he exhibits in regards to his wife, Murron, and his patriotism towards Scotland. After
the death of his wife at the hands of the British, William raises a rebellion and is determined to
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free his country from British rule at all costs. Again, these traits also showcase determination and
a vengeful side, but it is Wallace’s additional behaviors that demonstrate his clear dedication
towards Scotland and his passion for his mission. He delivers rousing, charismatic speeches to
his people, to rally them, and moreover he understands and is willing to let another who he
believes is the best hope for a united Scotland, lead instead of him. He truly cares for Scotland’s
independence and is willing to go to great lengths to ensure it occurs, even at the cost of his life.
I identified prideful as the equivalent of “self-respect”, when a character exhibited the
trait of being prideful, it is when they showed care about their own personal integrity or
reputation enough to react in some way towards any insult or comment towards it. Sundance
from Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is a clear example of this as from the very beginning,
he is insistent that he does not cheat. He cares so much that he is willing to fight someone in a
duel to defend his integrity. At the same time, characters such as Rocky Balboa from Rocky and
Dickey from The Fighter also manifest the prideful character traits, in different ways. Rocky is
self-conscious about his self-image and dislikes the lack of faith that people, such as Lou who is
the owner of the gym he goes to, have in his ability as a fighter. He even comments about his
poster being incorrect for his fight with Apollo Creed, but ultimately lets it pass due to his other
traits of being kind. Dickey however, is a character very different from Sundance and Rocky, but
still incredibly prideful. His pride exudes from every pore on his body and serves as an obstacle
to his character in being that he is stuck in the past. Dickey constantly gloats about his win over
Sugar Ray Leonard, about his status among his townspeople, and believes that people want to
make a documentary about him showing his “comeback” when he is an unemployed crack
addict. When people disagree with him over his assertions of grandeur and claims of knocking
down Sugar Ray Leonard, Dickey becomes extremely defensive and occasionally aggressive.
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One could say that delusional would likely be another trait to Dickey’s personality, but the issue
is that he is not—in fact, it is his pride of being someone everyone respects, someone that his
little brother and kid can look up to, someone who knocked Sugar Ray Leonard down, that
motivates him to change later on in the film to be better. All three characters are prideful, but all
three characters demonstrate this trait through different behaviors and grow in different ways due
to the influence of other personality traits and characteristics.
The trait of tough is more self-explanatory, but still I defined it as being able to withstand
physical or mental pain, constantly and still be able to persevere and react. Characters who
demonstrated this included Rocky Balboa, Mickey from The Fighter, both Joes from Looper, and
Kate Macer from Sicario. Rocky and Mickey are the most straightforward and very similar to
each other in being simple, kind, and hard-working characters. This translates into the ring where
they are able to win based through their own hard work, training and ability to withstand
significant physical pain. Their toughness is easily apparent through the physical and violent
sport of boxing that they participate in. Old Joe and Young Joe demonstrate their toughness via
their abilities to withstand continued pain throughout action sequences; it is a more conventional
way of depicting that a protagonist is tough while onscreen. There is a case to be made that Older
Joe is also mentally tough as despite his unhappiness with killing children, he is still able to do
it—but I believe that is more evidence of his determination than mental fortitude. Kate Macer
however, possesses both mental and physical fortitude. Despite her near death experience at the
hands of her date, getting shot in the chest by Alejandro, discomfort at the lawlessness at
Mexico, etc. Kate keeps going. She is not as physically strong as the other aforementioned
protagonists, but Kate keeps getting up and still reacts in any way she can. Despite her mental
trauma by the end of the film and her life being threatened, she still picks up a gun and aims it at
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Alejandro’s back—she cannot pull the trigger due to her determination to uphold the law, but she
is able to recover from immediate danger to try to protect herself afterwards. The trait of
“toughness” in characters can manifest in a variety of behaviors. For many of the protagonists in
the films I watched, it involves being able to endure physical pain and damage. For Sicario, it
manifested in being able to survive and keep going despite the traumatic experiences. There may
be a case to be made for male and female protagonists, as many of the male protagonists
demonstrate the physicality of the “tough” personality trait, but it could also simply be the world
the stories are set in as well. The Bride from Kill Bill is also both physically and mentally tough,
but she is able to endure more damage than Kate and, arguably, than the other mentioned male
protagonists.

Behavior-Trait Correspondence: Horror

For my analysis of the horror genre, I watched the following films and analyzed each
protagonist’s actions throughout the story: A Quiet Place, Halloween (1978), Get Out, Hereditary,
Sinister, Black Swan, The Sixth Sense, Se7en, Poltergeist, Halloween. For the films Halloween
(1978), Sinister, and Black Swan I studied the actions of a single protagonist whom I believed took
precedence over other characters. The remaining films: A Quiet Place, Get Out, Hereditary, The
Sixth Sense, Se7en, Poltergeist and Halloween I studied the actions of characters who I believed
could be interchangeable as protagonists of the story; or the protagonist and the deuteragonist that
was also a clear focus in the plot of the film. Thus, the total number of characters I examined
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belonging to the horror genre for this study was 17. Throughout my viewings, I identified several
repeated character traits through differing character behaviors, which can be seen in the figure
below:

Horror:
Traits Indicated by Behaviors
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Figure 2. Character Traits Identified by Observed Behaviors in the Horror Genre

The traits that appeared in a majority of character behaviors are depicted in the chart
clearly, they are: empathetic, loving, determined, intelligent, and observant. As I previously
mentioned in the action genre analysis, the trait of “empathetic” or possessing empathy is
something that most human beings possess. So the evidence of this trait in the horror genre is not
significant in the sense that this is a trait that characters in this genre will have, but rather just proof
that most characters across genres have some sort of empathy that allows the audience to engage
with them as humans instead of fictional analogues (Smith, 1995, p.17). However, the recurrences
of the traits “loving” and “determined” was intriguing to see as I did not expect them to be so
dominant. This can indicate one of two things: that some traits can cross genres or are not specific
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to specific genres, or that the horror film, which often involves a character fighting to survive, can
carry similar traits to action genre films albeit with different results (not every protagonist in horror
films are able to survive while a majority of protagonists in action films accomplish their goals
somehow). Regardless, both the traits of “loving” and “determined” manifest clearly in multiple
characters in the horror genre. Lee and Evelyn from A Quiet Place, Steven and Diane from
Poltergeist, and Ellison from Sinister are among the characters who share both of these traits and
additionally, they share another common factor: they are all parents. Thus, the trait of “loving” can
be seen in their behaviors with their spouses and children. All films depict influential family bonds
and relations between the protagonist(s) and their family—with the safety of the family usually
being a motivating factor for their objectives. In A Quiet Place, this manifests in the form of Lee
and Evelyn’s fear of the creatures after the loss of a child to them and careful teachings of the
children to avoid them; in Poltergeist, Steven and Diane express clear concern and worry for all
of their children and are willing to do anything to get Carol Anne back, and in Sinister, Ellison’s
concern for his family’s safety is the one motivation strong enough to disrupt his ambitions for
regaining the fame and success he once had. These parents all possess the trait of being “loving”
especially towards their children, which shifts into varying traits and behaviors such as
“defensive”, “protective” and even “aggressive” when they detect threats around their children.
This trait for horror characters is, I believe, more indicative of an average parent’s urge and desire
to protect their offspring; this is simply good writing on behalf of the screenwriter as opposed to
genre-specific traits in these characters. This is similarly depicted in the “determined” trait. In the
action genre, I defined the trait of

“determined” as manifesting in characters “who were

completely focused on accomplishing their goals, whose behaviors were consistent in
demonstrating a strong resolve attain what they wanted” and this remains true. Nevertheless, this
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trait loses its weight in the horror genre because typically the very existence of onscreen characters
are threatened by their “monster”, thus many are extremely determined to survive their ordeal
(Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 340). This does not detract from the fact that characters
within the horror-genre share the “determined” trait, but emphasizes the fact that most human
beings will try to survive to the best of their possible ability when endangered. This is the case for
Lee and Evelyn, who are determined to survive and ensure the survival and safety of their family.
It is similar for Steven and Diane who are determined to retrieve Carol Anne back from the spirits;
they are parents who need to get their child back, which correlates with their loving trait. The main
exception to this is Ellison, who has a different determination at the start of the story: to write
another best-selling true crime novel that will increase his status and wealth. This trait endangers
his family and causes him to stay in the house where the previous family was murdered—
incredibly creepy, and not very rational—despite the many odd and disturbing phenomena that
occur there. But this trait also transfers to him dropping the story when he finally realizes it is not
worth it and the safety of his family is much more important; his behavior shifting from staying
up late into the night researching the murder mystery to hurriedly rushing his family out of the
house and driving back to their former home in the middle of the night. These two behaviors
showcase his determination, the former demonstrates his determination to achieve success again
and the latter demonstrates his determination to protect his family and escape the paranormal
activity occurring in the household. This character trait of “determination” is also present in action
genre. This could be due to the similar basis by which both genres create entertainment, through
fear or excitement. Potentially making “determination” a “successful” trait within both genres.
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The traits of “intelligence” and “observant” are new traits that appeared specifically in the
horror genre. To be completely honest, these traits surprised me during my analysis as I tend to be
the type of audience member that thinks “Oh why would they do that?!” while watching a horror
film. Yet, now that I reflect these traits do truly make sense for characters within the horror genre
to have. For example, has there ever been a protagonist in the horror genre that was stupid? The
answer to that question is no, because how would they survive long enough for the audience to
worry about their well-being? Characters in the horror genre usually possess either general
intelligence with common sense, or are intelligent themselves due to the fundamental fact that they
need to survive long enough for audiences to engage with them. This is exemplified remarkably
in A Quiet Place, where both Evelyn and Lee are very intelligent. Lee has engineering expertise
while Evelyn is quite knowledgeable with medicines and drugs. These traits are shown onscreen
through Lee’s constant tinkering with his daughter’s hearing aid using spare parts, his security
system around the house, and his study room where he details everything he knows about the
monsters and their characteristics. Evelyn on the other hand, showcases her intelligence more
directly. She is seen preparing to give birth by preparing anesthetic gas to prevent the baby from
making sound, she is doing this by herself and is quite comfortable preparing for this. In later
situations, she is able to distract one of the monsters from her movements by creating a louder
sound in advance and saves her newborn baby from death through careful maneuvering and hiding
behind loud, running water. Both parents demonstrate their intelligence through their practical
skillset and their survival capabilities. Intelligence can also be seen in Allyson from Halloween
(2018) and Malcolm from A Sixth Sense. Compared to the other adult protagonists, Allyson is a
teenager but she is very sharp. She knows her mother lies to her about inviting Laurie, her
grandmother and the main protagonist of both Halloween films, to her graduation because she
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already asked her previously. The question to her mother was just to test to see if her mom would
lie to her about it. When confronted by Michael Myers, who just killed her friend, she sprints into
a nearby-populated neighborhood and successfully manages to find help. However, the most
impressive example of her intelligence is when she manages to manipulate Dr. Sartain, who is
obsessed with Michael, by pretending she has information he desperately wants to know. This trick
allows her to eventually escape her confinement in the car and run away from Michael Myers. All
of these behaviors are consistent with her trait of intelligence, but showcase themselves in different
ways and help her grow and survive throughout the film.
Malcolm of A Sixth Sense manifests the trait of intelligence as well—mainly due to his
specialization in psychiatry. He is able to successfully deduce certain facts about Cole, the child
protagonists who can see ghosts, based on Cole’s attitudes and behaviors towards him. Moreover,
he is able to gradually accept the paranormal when he remembers that Cole is quite similar to
Vincent, a former patient who shot him at the beginning of the film. Instead of dismissing Cole’s
claims of being able to “see dead people” outright, Malcolm eventually investigates previous
recorded sessions from Vincent and realizes that Cole’s claims possess validity. At this point,
Malcolm could have denied it as implausible and continued to believe his own assessments of
Cole—but Malcolm is smart enough to understand that he made a mistake with Vincent and he
cannot make the same mistake with Cole and believes him. His other traits of “empathetic” and
“kind” also help guide his decision-making towards this choice. These actions fits in line with his
previously established behaviors and traits, but it was not the only possible action he could have
taken, simply just one that made sense. All four characters come from different films, but all four
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characters can be correctly described as “intelligent” despite the different ways the trait is shown
on screen.
The trait of “observant” can also be reasoned in a similar fashion. While there are numerous
cinematic techniques for increasing suspense, such as letting audiences know of a fact that is
unknown to characters, characters in the horror genre can observe unusual events and things to
also enhance this feeling of tension felt by audiences. In the film Get Out, the protagonist Chris
immediately notices a multitude of suspicious and strange mannerisms while spending the
weekend with his girlfriend, Rose, at her parents’ house. This increasing suspicious and constant
observation is supplemented by Chris’s race as a black man, whose discomfort around white
people is both implicitly and explicitly stated and shown throughout the film in numerous
instances. Eventually, Chris notices too many things that do not make sense and is deeply
uncomfortable in the house to the point he attempts to leave. Cole, the child protagonist from A
Sixth Sense, is equally observant. From the very beginning, he knows that Malcolm is not a real
person, but a ghost. This is a major reveal that can be noticed early on from Cole’s early
interactions with Malcolm. The main reason to why he does not tell Malcolm that he is a ghost is
due to several reasons. He knows that some ghosts do not know that they are dead, which
supplements his trait of being observant. But he is also “lonely” and “kind” and Malcolm is the
first person outside of his mother who willingly interacts with him. This prevents Cole from telling
Malcolm of his ghostly state because he wants companionship. Within a minor context, he also
understands the meaning of the bumblebee pendant to his mother, noticing how she values it as a
precious heirloom from his grandmother. Another character who is very observant is a young
Laurie from Halloween (1978). From the beginning Laurie notices suspicious activity ranging
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from Michael staring at her from out the window and Michael following her and her friend in a
car to Michael hiding behind the bush at approaching girls, and Michael appearing in her backyard
staring at her. In each instance, Laurie reacts with caution and fear—showcasing her other
character traits, but her previously established capability for observation aids her when she is trying
to escape Michael during the climax of the film. The trait of being observant is more
straightforward and is evidenced in the same behavior across the films in characters that possess
it. This is likely due that behaviors from being observant cannot vary as the definition of being
observant is “quick to notice things”, nonetheless, this trait still contributes to current character
behaviors and future behaviors and traits.
Other traits that appeared significantly were: protective, resourceful and violent. The trait
of “violent” was previously noted in the action film genre, but is also present in characters who
fight for their lives against their “monster” (Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 340). As
stated previously with determination and empathy, this trait is more evidence of a character
mimicking the human desperation to survive as opposed to a genre-specific trait for horror
characters. The traits of “protective” and “resourceful” are traits that occurred significantly in the
horror-genre, I viewed. I identified these traits as a resolve to protect another—whether person,
animal, or thing—despite being endangered or the danger that the act of protecting would result
in, and the character’s ability to find solutions to their situations by using whatever is at their
disposal, respectively. The trait of being protective can easily be applied to the parent characters
of the horror films, who have a strong desire to protect and defend their kids but this trait can still
be shown through different behaviors on-screen. In Halloween (2018), an elderly and traumatized
Laurie is obsessed with Michael Myers and protecting her family from his murderous rampages.
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Laurie is proactive and urges her family to arm themselves and criticizes their lack of preparedness
for him. These behaviors also indicate an assertiveness that Laurie has in regards to Michael, a
trait that manifests itself clearly when she begins to lead them and ensures their safety through her
own means. Laurie is protective of her family, but unlike the parents in the other films whose
protectiveness is showcased upon threat to their children, Laurie already knows the threat to her
children and grandchildren. She is traumatized by him. So her protectiveness is depicted more
assertively, as she takes action to prevent this danger instead of a reaction to the threat of danger.
The characteristic of being “resourceful” appeared in the action-genre in low volume, but
reappeared in the horror genre at significantly higher volume. I believe this could indicate that
characters in the action genre do not need to be as resourceful as their horror-genre counterparts
due to them usually being physically adept, “violent”, and “tough”. Horror-genre characters are
typically not in violent professions or accustomed to violence in any way and instead usually rely
on their wits to survive; this can be a logical assumption as the traits of “intelligence” and
“resourcefulness” are related. However, it is still just an assumption. Many characters in the horrorgenre demonstrate the trait of resourcefulness, Evelyn and Lee from A Quiet Place are terrific
examples. Both have created a haven for their family. They have a warning system in place derived
from simple materials and objects like light bulbs, and they are able to survive most of their
dangerous circumstances through their wits and surroundings. Chris from Get Out also
demonstrates this trait towards the film’s conclusion; he blocks his ears out with cotton from the
chair he scratched through to avoid being hypnotized. He is then able to use a mounted deer head
to kill one of the multiple assailants who deceived him and planned to sell his body to another. As
previously mentioned Allyson from Halloween (2018) also demonstrates multiple instances of
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resourcefulness and Laurie from Halloween (1978) showcases her resourcefulness—despite her
immense fear—by breaking glass to unlock a door, using rocks to wake a kid up to let her in the
house to escape Michael, and fashioning a coat hanger into a weapon to stab Michael with. Unlike
the trait of being observant, resourcefulness can manifest itself in a wide range of unique behaviors
and actions but the common factor is that they all involve the character using their intelligence and
creativity to some degree to overcome an issue; it requires them to “innovate” to survive. Thus,
the traits of observant, intelligent, and resourcefulness are of clear importance to characters within
the horror genre, more so compared to the action and drama genre; where they are not as readily
prevalent.

Behavior-Trait Correspondence: Drama

For my analysis of the drama genre, I watched the following films and analyzed each
protagonist’s actions throughout the story: Green Book, Lady Bird, Nightcrawler, Dallas Buyer’s
Club, Hotel Rwanda, Lost In Translation, American Beauty, Thelma and Louise, E.T. I examined
the actions of a single protagonist in the following films: Green Book, Lady Bird, Nightcrawler,
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Dallas Buyer’s Club, Hotel Rwanda, American Beauty, and E.T. When watching Thelma and
Louise and Lost in Translation, I examined the actions of the dual protagonists of the story; or the
protagonist and the deuteragonist that was also a clear focus in the plot of the film. Thus, the total
characters I examined belonging to the drama genre for this study was 12. Throughout my
viewings, I identified several repeated character traits through differing character behaviors, which
can be seen in the figure below:
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Figure 3. Character Traits Identified by Observed Behaviors in the Drama Genre

In the figure, we can see that the highest recurring traits in these drama films were
“empathetic” and “loving”. These are traits I stated as being general to most characters in narrative
cinema due to the fact a character usually needs to be empathetic to connect to the audience and
typically has a love interest. The other traits in the drama films had varying occurrences throughout
the films, but nothing that appeared in a significant number of films. Thus, this leads me to
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conclude from the sample of films I selected, there are not common traits within the drama film
exemplified through different behaviors. This can indicate a range of possibilities, either:
1. My sample size was too small for the drama genre
2. The drama genre is too diverse in types of stories for characters to share the same traits
3. My definition of films which fit under the drama genre was flawed, and therefore skewed
the data
4. Since the drama genre does not engage audiences by the fight-or-fight response system as
action and horror do, it relies heavily on forging a connection between character and
spectator.
All of these reasons could be plausible, but regardless of which one applies: my hypothesis
for the drama genre possessing similar traits for each character inconclusive. It is worthy to note a
few observations from the collected data. The trait of “determined” for the drama genre was
counted at the lowest number of occurrences among the three genres. While conducting my
research, I saw that many characters in the drama film are not necessarily pursuing a goal with the
same fervor that protagonists in the action and horror genres are; instead, they pursue their goals
with the same amount of determination that the typical person does.
Furthermore, I would like to focus on the second and fourth listed possible reasons to my
hypothesis failing within the drama genre. To expand on the second reason, it is possible that
characters within the drama genre lack shared traits through behaviors is due to the fact that the
term “drama” is a broad category that encompasses multiple types of characters from varying
genres. It can be denoted as an “umbrella genre” within narrative cinema, a genre that encompasses
all films with narrative story structure as most of these movies contain characters that are involved
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in some type of dramatic situation. I also noticed that characters in the drama genre closely imitated
complex human beings more than characters in the other genres. For example, Bob and Charlotte
from Lost In Translation do not posses clear goals or motivations, but are able to engage with the
audience due to their personal struggles in their individual lives. Both characters are stuck in an
unfamiliar place and are trying to determine what to do with their lives. The only definite thing
they know is that they enjoy the friendship they have with each other. Entertainment for the
audience is not created through excitement, but through the hope that both of these lost souls will
find solace in each other’s friendship and figure out what they want to do. Similar complex goals
are explored in American Beauty and Hotel Rwanda. All of the protagonists, or major characters,
in American Beauty are undergoing some type of change or process to become “happy”, but the
goal of what would make them happy is not clearly defined.
There are many potential definitions it provided throughout the film such as sexual
relations, intimacy, love, beauty, etc. but their goals are not clearly defined, and in most of the
movie the actions and interactions between the characters hold the interests of the audience more
than whatever goals they may have. This is relatable to the very human desire to be happy, but in
American Beauty—a drama film—happiness is not defined for its characters, who just explore
potential ways to become happy. In the other genres, the pathway to achieving this goal would be
clear such as Old Joe saving his wife or Steven and Diane rescuing Carol Anne. In drama films,
characters possess less strictly defined goals and are more fluid in their wants and desires.
In Hotel Rwanda, the protagonist Paul Rusesbagina simply wants to make a living and raise
his family; however when the Hutu begin their genocide against the Tutsi, Paul somehow becomes
a person who protects all Tutsi who seek asylum. Paul is reluctant and worried with his new
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position, but perseveres largely due to one fact: his wife is Tutsi. While Paul is compassionate to
the needs and suffering of his Tutsi neighbors and is greatly concerned with the dangerous
environment that Rwanda has become, Paul’s main motivation has always been his family, first
and foremost his wife and kids. Paul’s character growth is less of him evolving into a new person
and more of revealing the lengths he would go to protect his family. His character traits and
behaviors change slightly, but there is no noticeable overall change. And this is because Paul
Rusesbagina is a character whose dedication and love to his family has motivated every action.
His potential for cleverness and leadership are showcased earlier in the film, but he is content to
simply continue to amass favors and build relationships until his family can use them. It is only
when his wife begs him to help save their neighbors and his son is endangered does he call in those
favors for his family’s benefit and, by proxy, for the safety of his friends, colleagues, and refugees.
By the end of the film, Paul still remains the same gentle, clever man—if slightly traumatized—
and after the refugees are safe, is more than content to focus on protecting his family. There is no
great motivation to somehow lead a movement or become involved with activism against the
Hutus, there is no resounding heroism; instead Paul is simply thankful to be safe with his family,
trusting the safety of the refugees in the capable hands of others. Nonetheless, we are incredibly
invested in Paul’s character throughout the entire story. We care about the decisions that Paul
makes because every decision he does, affects the lives of the characters he is protecting—ranging
from his wife to his friends to the refugees who just want to survive—Paul’s choices will determine
the fate of the relationships he created.
This highlights the key difference between films in the drama genre and films in the action
and horror genres. In the latter genres, protagonists exist more independently; but in dramas, they
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do not. Mary Beth Oliver (2008) states: “dramas and sad films, all of which deal with examinations
of human relationships, were preferred by individuals in tender states…” (p. 52). This supports
that within the drama genre, the engagement that the audience seeks is not thrills or excitement,
but human emotion created through relationships. This makes the protagonists within drama, more
likely to be characterized with deeper emotional depth and relationships to other characters.
Films in the drama genre are not about characters accomplishing their goals, but exploring
themselves. For example, in films like Lady Bird and Green Book, the audience cares more for the
questions of “Will Lady Bird and her mother finally reach an understanding?” and “Will Tony
Lip’s racism fade with his growing relationship to Don Shirley?” than we care for their overt goals
of getting into college out-of-state and making money, respectively. In Lost in Translation and
E.T., we care more for the interactions of the main characters than we do the overarching goal—
which still is not quite defined in Lost in Translation. In Dallas Buyer’s Club, we want to see how
Ron Woodruff’s AIDS diagnosis will come to odds with his homophobia more than his chance at
survival (as this happens very early in the movie, we know he survives) and his friendship with
the trans woman, Rayon. Goals in drama films function more as a guide to create empathy for
these characters, and through their own journeys, their relationships with other characters, etc. they
forge a connection with audience members, just as Mary Beth Oliver states (Oliver, 2008, p. 52).
This can be attributed to idea that the typical human being can find more in common with a
character from a drama film than characters from the horror and action genres. Horror and action,
in the most basic terms, showcase wish fulfillment of what the spectator wishes they can be. No,
not every viewer wants to be in a horror film trying to survive but viewers do wish they would be
able to survive if they were put in those situations. Films of the action and horror genres allow
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audience members to engage in different worlds from their own and experience new feelings
through the perspective of the onscreen character.
As previously stated, excitement for the spectators in the horror and action genres is
generated through the flight or fight system present in every human. Media effects scholar Mary
Beth Oliver (2008) characterizes this type of entertainment as “reflecting hedonistic motivations,
with individuals likely to select content that serves to maintain and maximize pleasure and
minimize pain” (p. 40). However, this desire for hedonistic pleasure manifested through the fightor-flight response system is usually absent in drama films. Instead, complex feeling of sadness,
anxiousness, regret, etc. can be generated through drama films, not through the obstacles the
characters face, but through the experience and relationships those characters undergo and
maintain. Mary Beth Oliver (2008) states, “poignant dramas […] are examples of popular genres
illustrating that the enjoyment of entertainment is not necessarily synonymous with the experience
of happiness or joy” (p. 40). And this rings true for several of the films within my sample, where
it is not the creation of happiness or joy or excitement that creates entertainment, but the strength
of emotion and vulnerability present in these films that create enjoyment for the spectator.
We feel sadness at Bob and Charlotte’s time together in Lost in Translation coming to an
end, we do not even know what we can clearly identify it as—we simply know it is a loss of a
genuine bond between two lost people. In Thelma and Louise, we feel a sense of empowerment
when Thelma begins to transform into a woman who is able to take control of her own destiny. In
Dallas Buyer’s Club, we feel sympathy for Ron’s plight and distress as someone who is afraid of
dying, but we cry alongside with him when he loses his friend Rayon to AIDS. Within the drama
genre, entertainment of a different type is created for its viewers: a strong emotional bond because
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we can understand these feelings. As the spectator, we can understand the feeling of being lost or
hopeless like in Lost in Translation and then finding a fellow friend, we can identify with the
feeling of relief when we decide to take a stand and change our lives like in Thelma and Louise,
and we can empathize or relate to the level of grief that comes from losing a loved one as in Dallas
Buyer’s Club. Earlier I referenced Mary Beth Oliver’s notion of “tender affective states” (Oliver,
2008, p. 44). She defines this phenomenon as:
An independent variable to represent the feelings associated with human
connectedness and human vulnerabilities […] assumed to focus on feeling
associated with empathy […] tender affective states may accompany happy
situations, touching situations, or situations involving loss or separation (44)
These tender affective states are present in audiences who engage in drama films; implying
that their desire to watch drama draws from the basis that the drama genre examines human
vulnerability and connection. To extrapolate, the convention of the drama genre exemplifies
themes of what it means to be human—making their characters more complex than the horror and
action genres.
Thus, one could conclude that characters in drama films mimic human traits and behaviors
the closest out of the three genres I examined. It is true that characters are analogues of real
humans, but that is not something we think about when we watch a film (Smith, 1995, p.17). When
we watch a film, audiences are looking for a character they can empathize with, they are searching
for traits and behaviors they can relate to, and most importantly, they desire a character that can
grow and evolve like a real human being can. When members of the audience engage in watching
a narrative movie, they willfully submit themselves to the illusion of the fictional world. So when
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actions and behaviors shift from the deviated norm, without any indicator that would imply
otherwise—the illusion of these characters being real is shattered: poor character development is
occurring. Screenwriters must utilize this knowledge to improve their character development and
write authentic, dynamic characters in narrative cinema. However, this knowledge may not always
be applicable in developing certain types of characters
During my research, I accidentally uncovered a rare counterexample of a character within
the constraints of my drama genre, specifically, the protagonist in one film that has yet been
unmentioned: Lou from Nightcrawler. Lou served a very important role in my analysis because he
proved an exception to my defined rules and methodology in identifying common character traits.
In contrast to other protagonists, I observed Lou to possess no empathetic behavior whatsoever,
thus making the trait of “empathetic” non-existent in his character. This was an anomaly as I
repeatedly stated throughout my analysis that the traits “empathetic” and “loving” could be
disregarded as every character needs to form a connection with other characters—displaying
empathy to some degree—and most stories showcase love through either a love interest or within
family relations. Moreover, Nightcrawler was one of my selections for the drama genre, a genre
that I previously asserted as placing more weight on the traits of “empathetic” and “loving” to
come closer to mimicking actual human beings; therefore making characters in the drama genre
the closest imitation of human beings that can be accomplished by a screenwriter. Yet, Lou
disproved this belief.
He did not behave in any type of empathetic way and while his relationships were important
in the movie of Nightcrawler, they did not function in similar ways as the other films. The other
films of my drama sample exemplified a deep emotional connection with another character or
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interactions that ground and shape the character’s development from beginning to end of the story.
But Lou’s growth and development throughout the film was unconventional in the sense of change
and growth. I soon realized that this is because Lou is unconventional. Unlike every other
protagonist who—regardless of genre—displayed some form of empathetic behavior at some point
in their narrative, Lou did not because he is different than the other characters. An interview with
Nightcrawler director Dan Gilroy describes its protagonist as such: “Lou embodies a ruthless,
deracinated, digitized pragmatism that’s part Horatio Alger, part Tony Robbins, part The Art of
War […] with a smile that’s initially disarming and ultimately chilling” (Sragow, 2015). Gilroy
himself describes Lou as “feral”, saying, “He’s unencumbered by human emotion and conscience”
(Sragow, 2015). Simply put, Lou is a sociopath. He does not show or behave empathetically
because he has no sense of regard for other humans or their lives.
Now, it is important to make the distinction between Lou and a typical action protagonist,
whose sequences of high-octane excitement may result in many others dying or being injured.
Action protagonists, despite these sequences, display empathy in other regards such as to their
friends, family, and love interests; the people who are adversely affected by their actions are often
characters who they view as “bad” or “evil” or just preventing them from attaining their goals. If
the action protagonist happens to hurt someone they care about in the process, they feel a strong
emotional reaction exemplified through either sadness or regret or some form of anger and fury at
the suspected cause. Lou cannot be similar to these protagonists because he has no one he cares
about. A more apt comparison for Lou would be to measure him to a concept within the horror
genre, the monster (Bordwell, Thompson, & Smith, 2017, p. 339). The concept of the “monster”
within the horror genre is defined by Bordwell, Smith, and Thompson (2017) as “a dangerous
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breach of nature, a violation of our normal sense of what’s possible” (p. 339). Lou is a monster
made human. From the very start of Nightcrawler, Lou defies our expectations of what a “normal”
human being would do in every situation, displaying an unsettling disregard for others and a focus
for success that transcends everything else. Lou is motivated and determined, but he is willing to
sacrifice and manipulate others to achieve any goal. This can be observed through a number of his
behaviors.
Despite his politeness, viewers feel a type of cognitive dissonance as his manners contrast
with his displays of violence and vile acts such as manhandling corpses for better footage and
allowing murders to happen instead of calling the police. However, this dissonance is not
misconstrued as poor character development because of how Lou carries himself. Since we are
with Lou throughout the story, we begin to understand that his manners and politeness are just a
façade, a mask he puts on when engaging with other characters. This is most evident in his dinner
conversation with Nina, a manager of a nightly news station. If Lou possessed empathy, Nina
would have been his love interest and—after being impressed by his work—would have been
wooed in narratives with traditional protagonists. Instead, Lou threatens to withdraw his footage
and give it to those who would pay him more for it, which he concludes would threaten her job
security as she needs his footage to maintain a high viewership rate. In exchange for keeping his
footage, she needs to sleep with him and do whatever he wants inside the bedroom. This is all
stated in a polite, kind voice with no aggressive inflection whatsoever—for Lou, this is a business
deal. Nina’s body does not serve any actual meaning other than a commodity he can bargain with
or found a transaction on.
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Lou grows through the film, but not in a good way. At the start of the film, he is making
ends meet however he can and trying to grow in a career; by its end he has formed his own
connections and has started his own “production company”. I previously stated the goals of the
characters in dramas matter less than the journey they experience while trying to achieve them, as
we are more interested in their development. I would still hold this true. There are multiple
questions that we as the spectator focus on in drama films that are not related to the character’s
tangible goal, such as the ones noted below:
•

The Green Book: “Will Tony Lip overcome his racism?”

•

Lady Bird: “Will Lady Bird reconnect with her mother?”

•

Dallas Buyers Club: “Will Ron Woodroof overcome his homophobia”

•

Lost In Translation: “Will Bob and Charlotte find solace in each other”
But in regards to Nightcrawler, the question is: What will Lou do next? This is asked with

a certain amount of apprehension as we care less of him achieving his goal, but are concerned with
what depraved action he will take next to reach it.
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Chapter 3 : Conclusions and Future Indications
Methodology
The purpose of this analysis is to determine similar character traits exemplified by
behaviors in the action, horror, and drama genres. In order to accomplish this, I first established a
criterion for the films that I chose for my sample. First, I defined the three genres I wanted to use:
action, horror, and drama. As aforementioned, I defined each respective genre with possessing
differing characteristics. Films that I determined as being within the action genre, possessed:
•

Characters capable of physical feats and violence not common to the average person (Ex.
Fighting for long periods, gunfights, chase sequences, etc.)

•

Plotlines that need to be advanced by characters through violence, threats of violence, or a
type of action not commonly found in real life.

•

Prolonged sequences of fighting and violence.
I determined films within the horror genre to have the following characteristics:

•

Disturbing imagery or gore intending to shock viewers

•

A “monster” either physical, mental, supernatural, or metaphysical that plagues

the

character(s) throughout the film
•

Distorted boundaries of reality that creates negative effects on the protagonist(s) and other
characters.
Finally, I defined films within the drama category with having:

•

The creation of entertainment through methods other than fear and excitement.
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•

A focus on the reactions and actions of the protagonist(s) that supersede other conventions
of the story.

•

Characters that show obvious change throughout the course of the story; often clearly
indicating a changed mindset or perspective of themselves, others, or goals

•

Characters gaining knowledge that precedes and sets the foundation for their dramatic
change
After I established the standards for each genre, I still needed a pool to apply these to select

the films needed for my research. I wanted to examine films with strong screenwriting and,
hopefully, equally strong character development. To accomplish this, I decided to draw my sample
from the Writers Guild of America West, which I shall now refer to as their abbreviation the
“WGA”. The logic behind this this being that the best judges of well-written screenplays and
character development would be a guild of experienced and professional screenwriters themselves.
I originally hoped to just use films nominated for or winning the annual award category
of “Best Original Screenplay”. I did not want to use adaptations as adapting a story to the screen
is different from writing an original concept; source material already exists, just in another format.
I was concerned that these adapted stories could potentially skew my results as they were never
originally written with intention to be seen on screen; this is in contrast to screenplays, which are
created with the intention of it being visually realized. Stories inspired by true events were
acceptable as long as the screenplay was the first written format it was recorded in. However, I
soon ran into complications. While I was able to complete my list of drama genre films by using
the WGA’s nominees and winners for “Best Original Screenplay”, I was unable to find enough
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films to complete my samples for the action and horror genres. To compensate for this, I also drew
from films from the WGA’s list of “101 Greatest Screenplays” and then—as I was still unable to
complete my samples for the action and horror genres—I selected films that had gathered critical
acclaim and considerable renown, with special praise for writing.
During the research process, I watched each movie and took notes focusing completely on
character actions and behaviors. For instance, the first action a character would take would signify
her future behaviors and current traits. I would denote each action as showing a different character
trait and indicating possible future behaviors. To illustrate this, I’ve included both a chart denoting
the most evident traits, identified through behaviors throughout the film and a partial transcription
of my notes for Get Out below:

Figure 4. Dominant Character Traits Identified by Behaviors in Get Out
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Figure 5. Transcription of Behaviors and Indicative Traits in Get Out
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Figure 4 displays the strongest character traits I observed in both Chris and Rose after
finishing the film, while Figure 5 displays a partial view of the notes I took while I was watching
the film—only covering the first few scenes. After every film, I would review the notes I gathered
and then compile the data into charts like the one shown in Figure 4. These charts would display
the strongest traits in each protagonist according to the associated behavior. I then compiled the
data from those charts (10 per genre) to create a “master chart”, depicted in Figures 1-3, which
exemplified any potential common character traits clearly within each genre. It can be noted that
several of the traits I noted for Chris in Figure 5, do not make it into the final chart. This is because
most of those traits are not visually evidenced through his actions more than once or twice in the
film; the other traits that are listed are visually shown multiple times on screen. To clarify potential
misunderstanding, even though Chris was the protagonist, I took notes on he and Rose as I did not
know that Rose was actually an antagonist until the ending approached.
After repeating this process for the remaining 29 movies, I compiled the data in their
respective categories. I then identified the most repeated traits in every individual film and
compared them to other movies within the same genre.
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Data Analyses and Implications for Screenwriting
Throughout this analysis, the overarching purpose is to provide screenwriters with a
potential aid to enhancing character development in their scripts. I believed that this could be more
effectively accomplished if screenwriters were informed of common character traits present in
each genre. Once identified, these common traits would be useful tools in every screenwriter’s
repertoire when writing their characters. If the same range of character traits were common in
every film genre, then the distinguishing factor in each character would be their differing actions
and behaviors. Screenwriters would be able to create dynamic, multidimensional characters that
exemplify these common traits through their differing behaviors and future behaviors.
In reference to an earlier example in this section, Tommy and Jack were two students who
both were caught cheating on an exam. While they had similar traits in common, they learned and
developed differently from each other due to other differing traits. This same principle would apply
to characters in scripts. Screenwriters could write characters with the same traits found throughout
the genre, but their characters would remain unique through their behaviors—influenced by other
secondary traits. Basically, these common traits can guide the development of characters in scripts
by appealing to the expectations that viewers already have for these protagonists, depending on
the genre.
In the action genre, traits that were observed to be common, aside from “loving” and
“empathetic”, included: violent, determined, prideful, passionate, and tough. It goes without saying
that traits such as “violent” and “determined” would be present in action films due to the nature of
the genre, most if not all protagonists are physically capable in some way and are motivated to
achieve their goal in the story. But traits such as “prideful”, “passionate”, and “tough” can be
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expressed and utilized in a multitude of different ways. Screenwriters can create characters that
are prideful similar to Dickey, loud and openly bragging about their feats. Or they could create
characters closer to Sundance, willing to come to blows if their honor is insulted, or Rocky whose
pride manifests itself in showings of quiet vulnerability and one explosion of emotion. The trait of
being “prideful” can be expressed in numerous ways, all in alignment with other traits and
previously established behaviors that befit each of the characters. This applies to other dynamic
protagonists who are able to showcase traits of “passionate” and “tough” in different ways. Kate
Macer is not as physically tough as Rocky Balboa or The Bride/Beatrix but she remains tough
compared to the average human being and possesses great mental fortitude.
Screenwriters could apply these traits, subconsciously familiar to audiences of narrative
cinema, to their own characters and use them to help endear their characters to viewers and as a
starting point to writing dynamic protagonists in an action-oriented screenplay. This would provide
screenwriters that may struggle to create and mold characters to their unique worlds with a
“launching point” on which they can expand upon. These common traits are not meant to make up
the entirety of the character; they simply function as primary characteristics that characters in the
genre possess. Similar to humans, written characters are comprised of a variety of different traits
and influential factors that serve to flesh out the depth of their personality and dictate the course
of their development while on the screen. These traits in protagonists across each genre do not
detract from the creativity of screenwriters or hinder their artistic expression, but simply points out
the colors on their canvas. The differences in character traits by genre just denotes that a basic
foundation exists and is used to develop a story; this is the same as acknowledging that both
novices and renowned artists used the same colors, but only a few can create masterpieces.
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The same can be stated for the horror genre, where the common traits I identified in my
sample, disregarding “empathetic” and “loving”, included: determined, intelligent, and observant.
Characters such as Lee and Evelyn exemplify these traits clearly: carefully taking notes of their
surroundings, creating a security system and a safe way to give birth, and constantly protecting
their family, despite the ever present danger. However, these traits do not comprise the entirety of
their being but guide the audience to the display of different behaviors such as “protective” or
“violent”. These traits may not have been clearly evident previously in the film, but their constant
diligence with their children and determination to survive allows for the evolution of these traits
within the minds of the audience. Specifically, viewers are able to understand it when Evelyn
shoots a creature to protect her children or Lee rushes at one to save his daughter because they are
determined to keep them safe; making them protective of their well-being and violent when
necessary. The trait of “intelligence” in particular, allows for the potential development of
“resourcefulness” with characters taking actions throughout the film to use their wits to
outmaneuver potential dangers or solve their problems—as in the cases of Chris, Laurie, and
Allyson. Or it could not.
These traits in conjunction with other traits that the screenwriter imprints on their
characters may dictate a different path. While correlated, intelligence is not always directly linked
to resourcefulness. A character could simply be studious, unable to apply their intelligence in
practical situations. Dependent on the previous behaviors of the characters, viewers could also
accept this as suitable character development. However, if a character who was previously
resourceful suddenly stops without an explanation—appearing to just die or fail for the sake of the
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plot—viewers feel this cognitive dissonance, where the character behaviors do not line up with
their previous traits and actions.
To exemplify this, imagine if in the film Get Out the protagonist failed to fight back. That
despite his previous inclinations towards defending himself and desperate aggressiveness before
he was captured, he just resigned himself to the Sunken Place. While this could certainly create a
powerful statement, albeit in a different manner, the audience would not feel satisfied with this
ending because it would not make sense to Chris’s character. While watching the movie, we
believe that we understand who he is and what he feels. We think we know what he would do in
that situation and, according to previously established actions, we do. Some may state that this
may diminish a potential plot twist in regards to a character reveal—such as the iconic revelation
of Darth Vader being Luke’s father in the Star Wars saga. But that is not the case. If Chris’s
character showed more reluctance to defend himself, or even lacked the aggression at the end, we
would have believed that he could resign himself to his fate. Yet, we could also see him still
fighting back as his previous behaviors and actions showed his attention-to-detail, suspicion,
intelligence, and desire to leave. Compared to the original path of Chris’s development, it may
have been unclear if he could survive but we could still envision either conclusion occurring
because either would be reasonable to the audiences.
When the cognitive dissonance affects the connection between the character and the
spectator, poor character development is occurring. The illusion of reality created in the minds of
the audiences, the engagement with the fictional world of the movie, shatters because the
characters do not behave as real human being would. They fail to function as a believable analogue
of a human, instead being revealed as something less: a caricature (Smith, 1995, p.17)
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It is important for writers to revisit what I failed to learn about drama, with the most
common traits being “empathetic” and “loving”. I mentioned four potential reasons for this, but
focused on the following two: A.) The drama genre is too diverse in types of stories for characters
to share traits or B.) it relies heavily on forging a connection between character and spectator.
Thus, the only conclusion I was able to draw were that characters in the drama genre necessitate a
deeper focus on empathetic connections of some sort and may need to create value in their
interactions with other characters rather than the overarching goals of the story. In drama films,
engagement with the audience is created directly with the character as opposed to the fear or
excitement generated within the story. This could potentially be attributed the fact that characters
in drama may be the most accurate reflections of humans and their complexities than characters in
other genres due to these films—at least, within my sample—focusing more on character growth
than the goals of the character or story.
I must clarify that these findings are not conclusive. As I have noted throughout my
experiences with film scholarship and literature, the art of the cinema is exactly that: art. The
platform of film is beautiful in the sense that it is open to interpretation and what may be an awful
movie to some, may be something wonderful to others. It is subjective, and to try to apply
objectivity to art made visual, can be argued to be impossible. Rather, my analysis focused on
character development, to explore a potential method of improving it for screenwriters—which
could be construed as finding a way to improve upon art. The critical acclaim given to the movies
I have studied suggest that there are commonalities in well designed movie stories and I am most
interested in the commonalities associated with character. Regardless of any study or analysis,
there will always be audience members who love a poorly written character for some reason or
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another, reaffirming the notion that film is, first and foremost, subjective. However, that does not
mean there cannot be some degree of consistency in a subjective platform.
Thus, it is important to note that this thesis shows that we do not love characters because
they are brave or intelligent; we love them because they show us that they are brave and intelligent.
We do not love Rocky Balboa because he is tough; we love him because he proves to us he is
tough. He proves to us that he is tough enough to withstand the physical trials of boxing and the
mental challenges he had to overcome in order to succeed. Character traits are just what we
describe a character as. It is how we view the character in retrospect saying, “She was determined”
or “He was tough”, but character actions, their behaviors, prove to us in the moment—while we
are engaged in the story—just who the character is and why we care about them. To create
compelling characters that audiences can engage with, screenwriters must understand this concept:
characters must show their traits. They must show these traits more than once, transforming from
actions to behaviors, for us to understand who they are. They must change and develop based on
their current actions and behaviors, it needs to make sense for viewers—both on screen and within
the script—or it is poor character development.
Human beings are complex beings with a multitude of traits and behaviors that can
influence or predict our actions and fictional, onscreen characters need to mimic that to a degree
to engage with audiences. But to do this from scratch without contradicting a character’s previous
behaviors or traits is a challenge for any screenwriter. Thus, if there were established common
traits exemplified by a majority of characters in each genre, it would a great advantage to
screenwriters. It would not detract from the art of writing or the art of the cinema; it would in fact
mean the opposite. It would show that screenwriters accomplished something truly incredible: they
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were able to make their art as close to real as possible. It is true that every human being is different,
however many human beings share similar traits. To validate this on screen—confirming that
characters of each genre share common traits—would be to confirm that these fictional characters,
these “analogues of humans” are closer to real than we previously thought (Smith, 1995, p.17).
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Implications for Further Research

Character development within Hollywood narrative cinema remains a crucial component
in storytelling. My analysis of protagonist behaviors in films belonging to the action, horror, and
drama genres was intended to identify common traits across each genre that screenwriters can use
while developing their characters. I hypothesized that my results would indicate that this is true.
Despite the outcome for the drama genre appearing to be inconclusive, I believe that my findings
indicate that this area of study warrants further evaluation.
Going forward, I would recommend a more extensive and thorough analysis of a larger
sample size of films. My sample size for each genre only comprised of 10 films each, amounting
to a total of 30 films. While this sample size was large enough to discern patterns in common
character traits, it is not a large enough to draw conclusive evidence and assert my hypothesis as
factual. Furthermore, the criteria for the selection of these films would need to be adjusted as well.
I attempted to use films that were selected by the WGA, but soon found myself limited in options.
This is due to the fact that I desired to only use original screenplays and not include adaptations
into my study. I was worried that adapted screenplays could skew my results, but I failed to take
into account that the considerable number of screenplays that had different source material. For
example, films such as Silence of the Lambs and Call Me By Your Name were both WGA winners
of the “Best Adapted Screenplay” award and terrific stories, but I could not use them. This did not
become a major issue until I reached the end of WGA records for Best Original Screenplay awards,
and still lacked action and horror films to view according to the definition I set for each genre.
While this could be an error on my interpretation and constraints for selecting films for action and
horror—I think it is due to the fact that the WGA did not nominate or award “Best Original
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Screenplay” to many action or horror films until recent years. The reason why is a separate
discussion, but the fact remains that they did not have enough films that fit my criteria. There were
still a number of action and horror movies underneath the “Best Adapted Screenplay” category,
but not enough to have reached my desired sample size. To account for this, I selected the
remainder of my films based on recognition and renown, in addition to praise of screenwriting.
This was not as aligned with my previous selected films as I would have preferred and may have
potentially skewed my results. Therefore, I would recommend that researchers use multiple pools
of well-written films to select their samples.
I would also recommend that future researchers determine a strong answer to the question
“what is a drama?” This question is a mechanical problem in screenwriting and one I attempted to
answer through my selection criteria for drama films. However, the results it yielded could be
interpreted as either A.) being too broad a genre to possess common traits or B.) requiring a more
comprehensive analysis. If the former option, the solution is easy: pick another genre to analyze.
But, I would not advise this option as I believe that the drama genre does have common traits.
While I disregarded the traits of “empathetic” and “loving” in the action and horror genres, these
traits may be worth considering with more emphasis in the drama genre due to the emotional and,
often, very human stories within it. While it would be simpler to pick a genre such as comedy,
westerns, or science fiction I think it could be disregarding a potentially important finding in film
literature. Nonetheless, if further research is to be conducted on common character traits within
the drama genre, a more detailed criterion will have to be established to prevent data skew and
generate potential conclusive results.
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Moreover, while I have demonstrated that this method and model for character trait and
behavior correspondence functions for empathetic characters in the sample; it did not work for
Lou, my one sociopathic character. Considering that sociopaths possess a distinct lack of empathy,
it is unsurprising that a sociopathic character would develop differently from normal characters as
human sociopaths also deviate from the standards of typical human development. This implies that
researchers may need to determine common traits based on both genre and character types.
Sociopathic characters may develop differently in each genre or develop similarly regardless of
drama due to their sociopathic tendencies. Furthermore, when examining sociopathic characters,
it would need to be determined whether they follow a similar, logical path of development as
regular characters and humans—or differentiate entirely. While I cannot say for sure without
further study, I do believe this is a fascinating area that requires a more in-depth examination.
Ultimately, I believe that this analysis indicates that a more extensive analysis be conducted
in identifying common character traits across genres. However, it is important to note that this is
a neoformalist analysis focusing exclusively on Hollywood cinema. While I believe these findings
and studies can apply to cinema outside of Hollywood, European style filmmaking—in addition
to others—have their own unique methods of story telling. For example, in European storytelling
is more akin to art cinema than the classical narrative cinema that is heavily established in
Hollywood style filmmaking. David Bordwell asserts: “The art cinema is classical in its reliance
upon psychological causation […] whereas characters of the classical narrative have clear-cut traits
and objectives, the characters of the art cinema lack defined desires and goals” (Corrigan, White,
& Mazaj, 2011, p. 561). In this style of filmmaking, things happen to characters as opposed to
characters making things happen, as in American cinema. Thus, this approach to character analysis
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will need to be adjusted accordingly if and when analyzing films outside of American narrative
storytelling.
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